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the Algonac area. By 1797, two of Jacob’s brothers, William
and Bernardus, came to the isle as well. By February of that
year, the three brothers met with Chiefs Nangue and Weronis
to seek ownership of the north end of the island. The Harsen
By David Odziana
brothers signed a deed with the two Indian chiefs to
ThumbPrint News Staff Writer and Field Reporter
record the deal. It is not known if this was a legal
Today, the picturesque island nestled in St. Clair
transaction because a Royal Proclamation banned
County at the mouth of the St. Clair River offers
private deals with Indians. The final deal was deemed
visitors a tranquil escape from the fast-paced life
legal with authorization from the government, which
taking place just across the river. However, the
took place on March 17, 1797, involving Chiefs
settlement of the island was anything but peaceful.
Chachapenepish, Myskeass, Wesancy, Pechekee,
Prior to the white man settling the area, the island
Kinsk and Nangue. This was not an all-out purchase
was inhabited only by Native Americans, although
of the island that the Indians referred to as Soy-geit was not heavily populated. During this time,
wong, but instead was a 99-year lease on the property.
the island was covered with all types of wildlife,
Once Jacob Harsen received permission to settle on
which were the Indian’s livelihood, both to feed
the island, he began constructing a house, barn and a
their families and trade for other goods. The first
blacksmith shop on the property. Garret Graveraet,
Jacob Harsen (The New
white man didn’t come to the island until the early York Public Library Digital a silversmith who came to the island when Jacob
Collection)
1780s, when the population was said to be in the 30s.
took up residence, married Jacob’s daughter Sarah.
Jacob Harsen traveled to the island to seek permission to trade
After Garret’s death in 1789, she and her children moved in
furs with the Chippewa and Mississauga Indians who lived in
with Jacob on the island. It is said that the Harsen and Graveraet

Harsen Family Acquires
Island from Natives

See HARSEN FAMILY Page 13

By David Odziana
ThumbPrint News Staff Writer and Field Reporter

Nearly every ancient culture
contains legends mentioning long lost
giants occupying earth long before
modern man arrived – but just what
were these tales based on?
From the Bible’s legend of David and
Goliath to the Titans of Greece, giants
appear in all parts of the world, according to
ancient texts. Could it be a coincidence that most cultures spoke
of interaction with massive human-like people in bygone times,
many of which were viewed as gods? Some people interpret these
legends as a truthful recount of their ancestor’s experiences, while
others dismiss them completely, claiming they are nothing more
than elaborate stories. No matter what side of the debate you lean
toward, it’s quite evident that once settling began in the United
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States, rumors of strange discoveries spread like
wildfire. Starting in the first half of the 18th
century and continuing until the 1900s, the
landscape of the country was undergoing an
extensive reshaping, which brought many
long lost items to light. These sightings
were by no means isolated, being reported in
a majority of the states throughout America,
as well as almost every other continent.
Nearly every time relics and bones were found,
they were explained the same way no matter where in
the world they were discovered – some dating back as far back
as 10,000 years. The bones were said to have belonged to a
human of great size, which often ranged from eight to 12 feet
tall – even more interesting is the fact they were often described
as having very strange features, such as a double row of teeth or
six fingers and toes. While many skeptics are quick to dismiss
these as a hoax, thinking back to the time of the dinosaurs, it

See NEW WORLD Page 30
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impressed him so much that he acquired
a copyright to the name “Soap Box
Derby” and searched
out a corporate
sponsor to establish
a national program.
The first official
All-American
Soap
Box Derby® occurred in Dayton
in 1934, and was sponsored by
Chevrolet. In 1935, the race moved to
Akron, Ohio, because the city was more
centrally located and had a hilly terrain
more suitable to racing. Other
than a four-year hiatus at the
onset of WWII, it has been
held annually there at a now
permanent site, Derby Downs.
In the early years, the derby
was open to boys only. That
changed in 1971, when girls
were first allowed to race as
well.
Although
known
by
other names because of the
trademark registered back in
1933, races known as soap box
races to most people now take
place in many parts of this
country and in Canada.
When I arrived in Marine
City about an hour before the
actual starting time, I enjoyed
watching all the racers, from,
I believe ages four to 16, boys
and girls, sitting in their cars
or standing by them excitedly
waiting to start. Some had apprehensions,
such as what would happen if it tipped
over? Many had built their own racers
(with the help of a parent) and some had
borrowed racers from someone
who happened to own one
that wasn’t being used.
The creativity and use of
recycled materials was beyond
impressive.
The racers had a handful of
opportunities to compete for
their best times as they were
paired up in different heats.
The help from adult volunteers
wa s a m a z i n g, t o t h o s e
announcing each race, those
helping to get the racers to the
top of the racing platform with
a forklift, to those lining each
of the cars up in the two lanes

Editor

By the end of September,
summer is officially over. All of the
memories of summer vacations, camping
trips, warm weather and long days begin
to wane. Many of the towns and small cities
in the Thumb held some sort of festival, fair
or special event during summer, creating
one more opportunity for
favorable memories of the
season that is slowing fading
away - all too quickly for
some.
I had the opportunity to
participate in a small part
of one of those festivals
in August, Marine City’s
Maritime Days. On a balmy
Saturday morning at 8:30
a.m., I took a seat on the curb
along Main St. in Marine
City, Michigan, to watch
the grandkids race in the
International Kinetic Energy
Races (better known by us
oldies as soapbox racing). I
was kind of exhausted from
a late night airplane flight
from Florida to Michigan
and could have slept in
longer. However, I knew the
grandkids would be glad I
was there, and I figured I would be there
an hour or so and then I could go home and
partake of a much needed nap. However, I
was wrong; almost eight hours later, I made
it home. My experiences that day were
well-worth the nap I gave up.
I don’t know how I made it to over 60
years of age without
ever watching a soap
box derby. It is one of
those things that has
been around for ages.
Back in the summer of
1933, a Dayton, Ohio,
newsman, Myron Scott,
as part of an assignment,
photographed a group
of boys racing their
homemade cars. The
enthusiasm
and
creativity of the boys

September 2016
before the start
of each race.
The
kids
were excited
and looked like
they needed a
cold drink and
a reprise from
the summer sun
when a break
was called for
lunch. I had the
opportunity to
lunch with four
of the racers,
two boys and
two girls, and they were bubbling with
excitement – and anticipation of what the
outcome of the races would be.
After lunch, the heats began again. It
was close to 2:00 p.m. before the final race
was run. Then came the awards ceremony.
In each of the divisions there were prizes
for first, second and third place – plus a
few other types of awards as well, such as
the “Coolest Car”. Seventeen kids in all
took part in the races and every single one
of them walked away with a trophy, some
small, some almost as tall as themselves. I
can only say that the organizers of this event
went over and above what they needed to
do to make sure this was a memory that
would last for each of the racers for a long,
long time.
The neatest thing to me was seeing all
of these kids outside, running around,
laughing, participating in an event that
didn’t rely on computers, cellphones, game
boxes, etc. It was pure, clean, simple fun,
just as it had been to those youngsters in
Ohio back in 1933. I know it is a lot of hard
work to produce an event
such as this, but to all of
the people who had a part
in it, I want to say a big
thank-you and let you all
know that, as an observer
from start to finish, I saw
how much those efforts
paid off. Activities like
this will become memories
to be talked about for many
years to come. What a
wonderful end of summer
experience for all those
who participated and for
those who gave up a nap to
watch.
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The sixth Thumb Bird Get-Together was held in August at the
home of Allen and Diane Kodet in Algonac, Michigan. A
delicious potluck dinner was enjoyed by all. After a steamy hot
week of weather, a nice rainfall and cooling breeze let all who attended enjoy a
welcomed relief from the heat. Many Thumb Birds who had previously attended
enjoyed reuniting with old friends – and some new friends were also made from
those attending for the first time.
For our winter get-together in Florida, we are looking for a Thumb Bird who may
wish to host it. If you are interested, please contact Diane at the email address
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net by the end of October at the latest. It has been
held in Sarasota for the last three winters and it might be nice to have it in a
different location where some of the Thumb Birds who have needed to travel too
far to attend previous events might be able to make it. Also, it would be interesting
for all of us to enjoy a different part of Florida as well.
If you would like to join our Thumb Bird group, the only requirements are that you
live or have lived in one of the nine counties that ThumbPrint News covers
(Genesee, Huron, Lapeer, Macomb, Oakland, St. Clair, Sanilac, Tuscola or Wayne)
and that you now spend either part or all of the year in Florida.
We get together once in winter in Florida and once in summer
in Michigan to socialize and enjoy a wonderful pot-luck lunch
Are You a
or dinner together. If you are interested, please send your
name, addresses in both Michigan and Florida, and your phone Thumb Bird?
number in both places to ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net.
Once we receive that information, we will welcome you to the
Thumb Birds and send you an invite to our next get-together
(date and place not yet established).
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By David Gillis,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Often when I sit to write this column, my mind wanders back in time to what I often
believe was a better place. It may not have been, but something inside says it was. At other
times, I mentally examine the truths I believe exist today and explore what they may mean
for the future. That’s where I am as I pen my thoughts.
Truths are only rules, statements or principles that someone accepts as being true.
Sometimes they are only assumptions without proof and simply taken for granted. Over time
truths are shared with others who also recognize them as being true, creating a beginning
point for establishing other truths.
It may be many years of my personal evolution makes me wander to what I believe are
the comforts and peace of the past. Or, it may well be the over-abundance of available
information today that causes me to be concerned about the present, and even more so, the
future. Certainly, in this silly season of political jousting and candidate evaluation, we need
to be concerned about the “truths” we’re being asked to accept. Allow me to share some
thoughts in, hopefully, a non-partisan manner.
From a common sense perspective, one truth can be found in a person’s belief system.
This includes the ability to reason, which is personally acquired, coupled with having faith
in the unknown, which is divinely inspired. I sincerely believe that each of us must examine
our individual belief systems in relationship to those of candidates we select as our leaders.
Do they match? Is it important?
Another truth may be found in what we believe are lies and broken promises. With the
current possibilities for governmental leadership at all levels, it may be my perspective on
this truth that prompted this essay. Certainly a lie is a stated falsehood offered with the intent
that others will believe it. A broken promise is a refusal to keep an oath given to others who
have come to rely on it. Both are deceiving, regardless of the initial intent and both deny a
basic principle of morality. This surely is not a time to pass over broken promises and lies.
Are you doing that?
As long as I have entered the realm of morality, allow me to connect it with ethics and to
continue. With both, there must be an acceptance that neither can ever be absolute. Each
must be relative to specific social, religious or political doctrines of conduct and behavior.
We can define morality as a system of anticipated behaviors based on certain principles
and values. Ethics are behaviors founded on our adopted moral concepts. This suggests,
therefore, that morality demands ethical behavior and ethics depends on a system of moral
principles. Are we considering the ethics and morality of the candidates for public office?
If not, why not?
The entire subject of ethics and morality leads us to a consideration of discretion based on
understanding. Understanding is an intellectual process of evaluation, while discretion is the
ability to develop a responsible decision based on an understanding of specific values and
principles. Both understanding and discretion are limited by the exercise of how principles
and values are conceived and judged. Are the principles and values of the candidates you are
considering voting for the same as yours? If so, pull the lever; if not you’d better think again.
Finally, we need to take a brief look at how we evaluate relativism as we consider a truth.
Relativism offers that a truth is only relative to a specific opinion or viewpoint that denies all
others. That would mean, then, that truth can only be defined by the purpose and meaning
for which it was created. Is the truth you’re being fed the nourishment you need? If not,
why are you eating it?
Possibly a conclusion to this dissertation should center on the truths affected by knowledge
and wisdom. It may be here that we become confused and occasionally led astray. Knowledge
is the mere retention of information acquired regardless of how correct it may be. Wisdom,
on the other hand, is the ability to correctly evaluate and apply the knowledge gained. One
is an intellectual process and the other probably a divinely motivated concept. One is a
consideration of intelligence and the other an experience based on the gift of faith. What is
your wisdom telling you?
As a final personal thought, I do believe as a nation too many of our citizens have become
more concerned about “what’s in it for me” rather than “what’s in it for us.” In making
decisions for the election of leaders that attitude causes too many people to push aside the
reality of truths in favor of deceptive promises that cannot or will not be kept. There’s danger
in that kind of thinking, which is absent of honest truths.
It appears I may have returned to my first truth found in a personal belief system based on
the union of the ability to reason and inspirational faith. As a young fourth grade student my
teacher, Mrs. Smith, introduced us to our new President, Dwight D. Eisenhower. In his 1953
inaugural address he said, “A people that values its privileges above its principles soon loses
both.” And that causes me, again, to wander back to what I believe was a more comfortable
time when the campaign theme was, simply, “I Like Ike.”
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By the end of summer, yellow jacket nests
can house up to 5,000 workers and 300
mated queens, ready to overwinter and
start new colonies next spring.
They also become increasingly aggressive
this time of year and can sting multiple
times with little provocation.
ABC Home & Commercial Services will
provide a treatment to kill the entire colony,
greatly reducing the chance of problem
colonies next year and providing a safe
and enjoyable atmosphere in your yard.

CALL ABC

Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!
abcbees@comcast.net ● abcbees.com
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Could This Get Rid Of Knee
Pain Once And For All...Without
Drugs, Shots, or Surgery?
Now, in Marine City, MI, one doctor is helping local residents
with knee pain live more active, pain-free lives.
Do You Have Any of the
Following Conditions?
• Arthritis
• Knee pain
• Cartilage damage
• ‘Bone-on-bone’
• Tendonitis
• Bursitis
• Crunching & popping sounds

Could This
Non-Invasive,
Natural Treatment
Be The Answer To
Your Knee Pain?

For the First 25 Callers Only, I’m running
a very special offer where you can find
out if you are a candidate for Cold Laser.
What does this offer include? Everything I normally do in my “Knee Pain Evaluation”. Just call and here’s what you’ll get…
• An in-depth consultation about your
Living with knee pain can feel like a crippling experiproblem where I will listen…really listen…
ence. Let’s face it, your knees aren’t as young as they
to the details of your case.
used to be, and playing with the kids or grandkids isn’t
• A complete neuromuscular examination.
any easier either. Maybe your knee pain keeps you from • A set of specialized x-rays.
walking short distances or playing golf like you used to. • A thorough analysis of your exam findings so
Nothing’s worse than feeling great mentally, but
we can start mapping out your plan to being
physically feeling held back from life because your knee pain-free.
hurts and the pain just won’t go away!
• You’ll see everything first hand and find out if this
My name is Dr. Elra Morgan, of American Chiropractic amazing treatment will be your pain solution, like
Medical Services. Since we opened, we’ve seen many
it has been for so many other patients.
people with knee problems leave the office pain-free.
The First 25 Callers Only can get everything
If you’re suffering from these conditions, a new breakI’ve listed here for only $35. The normal price for
through in medical technology may completely eliminate this type of evaluation, including x-rays, is $250, so
your pain and help restore normal function to your knees. you’re saving a considerable amount by taking me
up on this offer.
Finally, An Option Other
Remember what it was like before you had knee
Than Drugs or Surgery
problems; when you were pain-free and could
The Cold Laser is an outpatient, non-surgical procedure,
enjoy everything life had to offer? It can be that
often used in physical therapy and sports medicine to
way again. Don’t neglect your problem any longer
accelerate the healing process. It offers non-invasive
– don’t wait until it’s too late.
treatment to promote healing for those who suffer from
Here’s what to do now:
pain in muscles, nerves and joints, like that associated
Due to the expected demand for this special
with chronic knee pain.
offer, I urge you to call our office at once. The
This same laser is used by professional sports teams,
phone number is 810-420-0801.
including the New York Yankees and Cincinnati Bengals.
Call today and we can get started with your
consultation, exam and x-rays as soon as there’s
It Promotes Rapid Healing
an opening in the schedule. Tell the receptionist
Of The Injured Tissues
you’d like to come in for the Knee Evaluation.
This pain-free, non-surgical approach works by stimulating
Our office is called Ameri the body’s natural healing processes, providing pain relief
can Chiropractic Medical Serand reducing injury damage. This leading edge technology
vices and we are located at 621
has an impressive success rate of returning patients to work,
Chartier Road, Suite B in Marine
sports and competitive activities, as well as everyday life.
City, MI.
Patients treated with the Cold Laser often show a
Yours in Good Health,
higher level of function, both during and after the treatDr. Elra Morgan, D.C.
ment period. The therapeutic laser provides a tremendous alternative for those facing surgery.
Federal & Medicare Restrictions Apply.

P.S. Now you might be wondering…
“Is this safe? Are there any side effects or dangers to this?”
The FDA cleared the first Cold Laser in 2002. This was after their study found 76% improvement in
patients with pain. Their only warning − don’t shine it in your eyes. Of course at our office, the laser is
never anywhere near your eyes and we’ll give you a comfortable pair of goggles for safety. Don’t wait
and let your knee problems get worse, disabling you for life. Take me up on my offer and call today

810-420-0801.

Here’s What One of Our Patients Had to Say...
“I started coming to Dr. Morgan because I was having back, knee and
headache problems. I was impressed on how smart and knowledgeable Dr.
Morgan is. He thoroughly explained each x-ray so that I could understand
what was going on in my body. I used to get really bad migraine headaches,
and they have since gone away. I also have little to no pain anymore in my
back and hips since coming to his office. My knee pain is completely gone. I
am feeling much better since I started my treatment here. The staff is always
so friendly, and the office is clean and welcoming. I would recommend
chiropractic care to anyone in pain or for maintenance care.”

-Megan of Lexington

CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE YOUR

$35

KNEE PAIN
EVALUATION

($250 VALUE) AVAILABLE TO THE FIRST 25 CALLERS!

810-420-0801
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ThumbPrint News Travels to Colorado Again, this time with Algonac resident, Marianne Monteleone!
Below is what Marianne had to say about her trip to Colorado!

We are on the road to Colorado! Our destination is Fort Collins. The mountains and foothills are in
the backdrop and the sky is wide open! The sun is shining brightly, and the air is clear and crisp; you
can feel the altitude with thinning air. There are many walking trails and bike trails everywhere.
Teaching yoga workshops was the primary reason for the visit, at Old Town Yoga in Fort Collins. I
used to live there, so it’s like going home and most of the things I did were more like daily living,
besides enjoying the walking trails and mountain hiking.
For the many years that ThumbPrint News has been in circulation, our faithful readers have traveled
with the newspaper and photographed themselves in many different states and countries.
ThumbPrint News has even traveled to all seven of the continents. Our goal for 2016 is to have
ThumbPrint News travel to any remaining states where it has not yet been photographed.
We are asking our readers to help complete our list of 50 states. If you are traveling
to one of the states listed below and to the left, please take a copy of the newspaper
with you and photograph yourself somewhere in that state and send
it to us with a paragraph or so about your travels. We will print it in
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One thing that Fort Collins, Colorado is known for is for
being the major town that inspired the design of Main
Street, U.S.A. in Disney World’s Magic Kingdom and in
other Disney parks around the world.
When Walt Disney was drawing up the plans for his
famous park, a coworker, Harper Goff, showed him some
pictures of Fort Collins, which was Goff’s hometown.
The photos inspired Walt to use many of the features
in the photos in his design for Main Street, U.S.A.
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By Patricia Cosner Kubic,
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ThumbPrint News Contributor

I’ve come to the conclusion that September gets a bad rap. After all the hoopla of
summertime, September can feel like a letdown. It seems to be the standard-issue
month, if you will. We all know September’s number one theme is “back to school”,
or as some parents like to call it “get to school”!
Behind the shopping for school supplies and registering for a slew of activities
that will eventually cause some kind of annoying blockage in the family calendar,
something else is going on during September.
Regularly, I hear disturbing, and may I add empirically inaccurate, comments
that Labor Day marks the end of summer. I never understood that. Not only am I
typically still wearing shorts after that Monday, but I try not to put on socks for as
long as possible. Not convinced? Well there’s always the trusting, and may I add,
impartial calendar. This year, autumn begins on September 22nd. That means summer
is still really in our backyards long past the first day of school.
I thought about this fact while reading the book, A Short History of Nearly
Everything; author Bill Bryson proclaims that an average life span lasts 360,000
hours. Each year 720 of those hours belong to September and smaller still, we are
awake for around only 480 of those precious hours. It just doesn’t feel right to donate
the majority of those September hours entirely to the annual pilgrimage to school.
And, even if getting the kiddos back to school isn’t on your calendar, the force of this
event is so strong, it’s almost impossible not to get caught up in the current of all the
flurry.
Anytime I read one of those concrete measurements of a life, it makes me a little
nervous. Did I really just spend last night watching a Flip or Flop marathon? And
I seriously doubt I’m the only one who feels off kilter after giving those types of
numbers some consideration.
Given all that, I’m officially suggesting that we consider renaming September to
Summtember, because most of September is part of the summer season. The flowers
in the garden are still blooming, the Detroit Tigers are still playing ball, the bikes
don’t have any dust on them and, one of my favorites, there is still a breeze coming
through the screens - clearly all signs that we are still in Michigan’s warmest season.
We have weeks to go before we seal up our homes. Actually, we have over 700 hours
before we have to do something that drastic.
So now that we’ve come up with a new name, we have one more decision we need
to make. What to do this Summtember? We could race through apple cider season in
a blur of pick-ups and drop-offs. Or, we could try to get in more warm fun out of the
last, literal, weeks of summer.
Deciding how to manhandle any kind of overbooked calendar may cause a mild to
moderate case of queasiness. But, the good news is that it will pass and most studies
show it is worth the risk. Taking something off the to-do list? Unheard of. Saying no
to a kid’s activity? Crazy talk. These may sound like scary decisions; but, when you
get down to those darn brass tacks, it’s easy-peazy. Hmm, we could let the demands
of the calendar win the day yet again; or, maybe, just maybe, spend a few of those
480 hours this Summtember flying a kite. After all, it’s still summer time.
Patricia can be reached at pckubic@gmail.com.
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Bats will remain in the same location year after
year. If that location is your home, this poses
health risks from both the bat
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cost thousands of dollars to
replace the soiled insulation
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OVERWINTER
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THE BEST WAY TO GET RID OF
BATS IS TO EXCLUDE THEM
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DETROIT ZOO ATTENDANCE TOPS 1 MILLION FOR 11TH YEAR
Submitted by Jennie Miller

The community said “thanks a million” to the Detroit Zoo for the 11th consecutive year
on August 6, when 2016 attendance surpassed 1 million. The milestone was reached
nearly three weeks ahead of last year.
“We appreciate the million-plus visitors who have supported the Detroit Zoo this year,
not only with their feet walking our 125 acres, but also with their votes on the millage
renewal earlier this month,” said Detroit Zoological Society Executive Director and
CEO Ron Kagan.
The new Polk Penguin Conservation Center, the largest facility for penguins in the
world, is a contributing factor to the strong attendance. The facility has welcomed more
than 735,000 Zoo visitors since it opened April 18, boosting the year’s turnout.
The 33,000-square-foot facility features a 326,000-gallon, 25-foot-deep aquatic area
where visitors can watch as more than 80 penguins of four species explore their habitat.
An underwater gallery and two acrylic underwater tunnels provide breathtaking views
of the birds as they swim above, around and below.
In 2015, the Detroit Zoo smashed its modern-day attendance record, attracting

1,476,378 visitors. The previous record, set in 1997, was 1,364,905. With the opening
of the penguin center, the Detroit Zoo is on track to break attendance records again in
2016.
The Detroit Zoological Society – a nonprofit organization that operates the Detroit
Zoo and Belle Isle Nature Zoo – is recognized as a leader in conservation, animal
welfare and sustainability, as well as providing sanctuary for animals in need of rescue.
With an annual regional economic impact of more than $100 million, the Detroit Zoo
in Royal Oak is one of Michigan’s largest paid family attractions, hosting more than
1.4 million visitors annually. Its 125 acres of award-winning naturalistic habitats are
home to 2,400 animals representing 255 species. In recognition of its environmental
leadership, the Detroit Zoo received the top Green Award from the Association of Zoos &
Aquariums, and was named Best-Managed Nonprofit by Crain’s Detroit Business. The
Belle Isle Nature Zoo sits on a 5-acre site surrounded by undisturbed forested wetlands
on Belle Isle State Park in Detroit and provides year-round educational, recreational
and environmental conservation opportunities for the community. For hours, prices,
directions and other information, call (248) 541-5717 or visit www.detroitzoo.org.
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SEMCO Customers: Rebates available.
Available. Call for details.

By Pamela Grey-Pugliese
ThumbPrint News Columnist

Two different worlds - that’s what comes
to mind when I compare my cottage in
the Thumb to my city home in southeast
Michigan. It’s just two hours away, but seems
almost like two different states.
Each place also has two different feelings
to it, in my opinion, and two different
mindsets in comparison. While driving up
to the Thumb, I get to a certain point in the
two-hour trip where I forget about everything
stressful, work related, and all things “city”!
The opposite happens when I am driving back
south; the balancing act of a career, home
responsibilities and hectic schedules slowly
return to my mind to prepare for planning of
the upcoming week and all that needs to be
done.
Unfortunately, living at the cottage full
time at this point in my life isn’t an option.
So, the last time I stayed home in the city
for the weekend, I decided I would try to
recreate the relaxing, peaceful feeling of
that of the Thumb area. It worked for about
20 minutes…until the screaming sirens and
several neighborhood dogs started howling.
Then comes the ice cream truck’s bells and
music, the neighbors’ kids playing in the yard,
and the lawn mowers, just to name a few.

Don’t get me wrong, I’m grateful for the home
I have in the city. I just prefer the tranquility of
northern living to the busy city pace. It’s just
not the same and, try as I may, just cannot be
duplicated, in my opinion.
Fast forward to the evening, I continue
searching the city sky for the millions of
stars and the beautiful moon I’m familiar
with, while trying to recreate the sky from up
north…still nothing.
We are lucky if we can see a handful of
stars, due to the heavily clouded skies from
the city traffic and pollution. Sure we can
hear the crickets chirping in the city, between
the sirens and road traffic. Try as I might,
I try to relax like I do so naturally up north.
That works for a while, until the sound of
the washing machine buzzer goes off. Then
it’s up to tend to the laundry and the many
other chores it takes to run a household
with that rare spare time on the weekends.
Going to my cottage gives me an excuse to
do nothing…no laundry, cleaning, etc. So, I
will continue to try to recreate the up north
feelings as much as I can on those few and
far between weekends where I stay home in
the summer. If that doesn’t work, I guess it’s
time to head north more often than normal
to totally immerse myself in that glorious “up
north” feeling, even if for a few days.
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Melanie Duquesnel

Off to College Soon?

Professor BBB is here to help students
avoid being scammed!

College opens doors for you that may be life changing, but it may also open the door
to scammers who want to take advantage of you. Better Business Bureau serving Eastern
Michigan warns college students to be aware of scams targeting unsuspecting young adults.
Here are several scams targeted at those attending college and our advice on how to avoid
them:
• Roommate/Rental Scheme – If you post an ad for a roommate on Craigslist, beware
of “fake roommates” who are out of the country, but can provide the rent upfront in
the form of a money order. When you receive it, the amount is higher than the amount
requested. You are asked to cash it and wire back the rest. This is a scam!
• Employment – Beware of ads that pop up on your phone, computer or near campus
offering jobs with “no experience necessary.” Often, these “opportunities” are bogus! If
you are interviewed in a hotel lobby or are required to sign a contract, or have to pay for
everything, including training, travel, lodging, food, etc. associated with the job, forget
it! Be safe and check out the company first at bbb.org.
• Scholarship/Grants – Beware of scholarship-finding services that “guarantee” grants
or scholarships. They sell lists to students of potential scholarship or grant opportunities.
However, nearly all available financial aid comes from the federal government or
individual colleges. Go to grants.gov for more information.
• Online Shopping Deals – You see a much-wanted item for a steep discount online.
One you could not usually afford. The catch? The site asks you to wire payment to
them instead of using a credit card – a huge red flag. Once the money is sent, the item
is never received.
• Cheating Supplies – Students can find term papers and test questions and answers, but
universities are increasingly using new software like Turnitin, fake websites, and spy
cameras to track down dishonest students. Don’t cheat yourself out of learning!
• Illegal Downloads – It may be tempting to save money by downloading free music,
movies or textbooks, but many contain spyware that can end up causing financial havoc.
• Locksmith Scams – College students are prone to locking themselves out of their
homes or cars. If this happens to you, you probably will use your cell phone or the local
yellow pages to find a nearby locksmith. The problem is some disreputable locksmiths
will post bogus addresses in their yellow page ads to make them appear local when
they’re not.
Here are a few other ploys to watch out for:
• Credit Cards – While it is important to build credit, it is more important to maintain
good credit. Many of these cards have annual fees or charge high-interest rates on
purchases. Shop around for the best rate and pay off your credit card bills every month.
• Trial Offers – From fitness club memberships to magazine subscriptions to acne
medicine, diet pills, or free DVDs and CDs, know how much these products and
services are going to cost you once the “Free Trial Offer” expires.
• Safeguard Your ID – Keep your personal information, including your driver’s license,
student ID, debit cards, credit cards and bank information in a SAFE place. Be wary
of any online solicitations, emails, social media sites or phone calls asking for your
personal information. NEVER give out personal information to someone you do not
know.
Need some more education about scams and reputable businesses? BBB is a click away
at bbb.org. BBB is here to help.
Editor’s note: Melanie Duquesnel is the president and CEO of the Better Business Bureau
Serving Eastern Michigan & the Upper Peninsula, which is a non-profit organization that
fights fraud and promotes ethical business practices in the local marketplace through its
business accreditation, consumer education and dispute resolution programs. Contact your
local BBB by calling (248) 223-9400 or by visiting www.bbb.org.
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ABC Pest division reminds you the fall application, also known as the
spider & wasp treatment, is recommended twice a year.
This residual product will be at peak performance for about 8-10 weeks,
depending on weather conditions, and will last for the soft-bodied
spiders through the season. As the summer season is ending, the insect
problems change. For this reason, we recommend two treatments per
year because unlike spiders, ladybugs and boxelder bugs that arrive later
in the season have a harder wax cuticle. A late summer treatment will
ensure the product is at peak performance as these nuisance pests arrive
and will minimize the number of pests that will overwinter in the home.
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HARSEN FAMILY families were the

first white people
to settle anywhere between Detroit and
Mackinaw. Jacob’s involvement in fur
trading required him to make the long trek
to Chicago’s trading post three times a
year. Since he was on the island, he had
to first swim his horses across the river,
and then return to load up his furs before
returning to his horses on the mainland to
begin his trip. Aside from selling animal
pelts, which was the main income for
much of the Harsen family, Jacob was
also a gunsmith and farmer. The exact date
is not known, but it is said Jacob Harsen
passed away between 1799 and 1802.
Since development around the island
wouldn’t begin until the mid-1800s, life on
the island was anything but easy, especially
if an accident took place. During the early
years, the Harsen family was no stranger
to misfortunes. One Sunday afternoon
Jacob’s oldest son, Bernard, was taking
aim at a duck when the gun flashed, but it
didn’t fire. Trying to reload his gun before
the ducks flew away, he ran into the house
and accidentally hit the butt of the gun on
the door, which caused it to discharge.
The bullet struck Jacob’s seven year old
granddaughter, Mary, in the arm. She was
rushed to Detroit and survived, but had to
have her arm amputated. Another tragedy
transpired on August 3, 1802, while the
Harsen family was preparing the house for
visitors. There was a massive explosion in
the unused fireplace, where they had stored
a large package of gunpowder. Some of
this powder is thought to have spilled out.
Although it is not known exactly what
caused the spark, it is believed that either a
candle or visitor’s pipe ignited the powder.
Not only did the blast destroy the family’s
home, it also injured Bernard and Sarah
so badly that they eventually passed away
from the trauma; other family members
were not seriously hurt and eventually
recovered. It was said the blast was so
immense, it blew a mirror from the house
over a mile away, where it was recovered
in the South Channel of the St. Clair River.
The name Jacob Island remained until
approximately 1809, when it received its
current name of Harsens Island. Shortly
after the name change, the island became
home to one of Michigan’s first distilleries
when two businessmen from Detroit
started Mack & Conant, which was run
by Harvey Stewart. The whiskey from
the distillery was often used to trade with
the Indians for fur and meat. Life on the
island came to a standstill when the War
of 1812 broke out, and at this time the
distillery was used as a British fort. After
being run off by a group of Indians while
trying to harvest his crops on Harsens
Island in 1812, Harvey Stewart quickly
left the island. During this time, everyone
on the island deserted their homes and
took everything they owned, including
Continued from Page 1
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livestock, and relocated to Detroit because
of the threat Indians posed to them. While
in Detroit, Mary married Harvey Stewart
and they had six children together. During
the war, Harvey was a guide for General
Harrison up the Thames River, where he
is believed to be the first person to identify
the body of Tecumseh on the battlefield.
Much of the Harsen family remained in
Detroit until the War of 1812 ended. By
April of 1815, Mary and Harvey's family
returned to Harsens Island and resided on
the land his wife abandoned during the
war. The Stewart family remained in the
area and continued to farm the lot, which
encompassed 640 acres. Although it only
covers approximately 53 acres today, the
farm has been awarded a historical marker
and believed to be the oldest farm on
Harsens Island.
Once the war ended with the Treaty of
Gott, the question of what country truly
owned the island was again brought to
everyone’s attention. It was previously
determined the British Empire would
remain in control, but after the area was
surveyed in 1819, the final boundary line
was set in 1822; Harsens Island was now the
property of the United States. Prior to this
decision, Francis Harsen, Jacob Harsen’s
son, had his ownership challenged by a
renter of his farm. Robert Little rented the
property beginning in 1815, but by the fall
of 1816, Little was withholding payment
because he was a loyal British subject and
claimed Francis had no rights over land
owned by the British Government. After
Little refused to leave the property, a few
men from the area, along with Lieutenant
William Brown, gathered to reclaim the
farm. After a back and forth exchange of
bullets, Little eventually surrendered, but
not before Francis was struck in the leg by
a bullet.
Today the island, which is often referred
to as the “Venice of America”, remains
an escape from daily life for all who
visit. Much of the island is dotted with
beautiful vacation homes, although some
residents remain on the island year round.
It is interesting to note that just as Jacob
Harsens’ first deal with the Indians began
as a lease, the same remained true for later
inhabitants. Prior to the organization of
the St. Clair Improvement Association, no
resident owned the property their home
resided on, but instead held a 99-year lease
on the land.

Harsens Island Hotel, Sans Souci, 1943,
compliments of Theodore J. Neuner
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Feline Asthma

By Dr. DiBenedetto,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Feline asthma is an
allergic airway inflammatory
disease
triggered
by
allergens. It affects about one to five percent of the feline
population, with a median age of four to five years old.
Asthma in general is a constriction of the bronchi and
bronchioles, which are the small airways that carry oxygen
directly from the trachea into the lung tissue. The excessive
narrowing of these airways occurs when a cat’s immune system
overreacts to the presence of an allergen and responds by releasing stimulants that cause
inflammation and swelling of the sensitive tissue lining the bronchi and spasms of the
surrounding muscle. The result of the narrowing in these airways causes breathing
difficulty (dyspnea), especially when exhaling. The lungs may also begin to secrete
mucus into the airways, leading to fits of coughing and wheezing. Some cats with milder
cases only experience a slight, chronic cough. Because asthma can quickly become a
life-threatening health problem, any coughing cat should be evaluated by a veterinarian.
Feline asthma can be mild or severe. An asthmatic cat will squat with its shoulders
hunched up and neck extended forward, while coughing or gagging and vomiting up
watery, foamy material. This often appears as if the cat is trying to cough up a hairball,
but nothing comes up. Your cat may also breathe rapidly with its mouth open during times
of exertion or stress. Other symptoms include labored breathing, increased respiratory
rate, lethargy, wheezing, blue lips and gums, and sometimes a chronic more persistent
cough. Symptoms may come and go. Some cats only exhibit mild symptoms, such as
quiet wheezing and soft coughing, and can go unnoticed by owners for a long time.
Since symptoms of asthma can be similar to those seen with other diseases, like
heartworm disease, pneumonia and congestive heart failure, it is important for us to
determine the cause of the attacks. There are no specific tests that diagnose asthma,

but typically radiographs, blood work, possibly
evaluation of bronchial secretions and parasite
tests will be performed to rule out other causes.
Although feline asthma is incurable, the goal of
treatment is to control secretions, improve airflow and
reduce the symptoms. Cats that have mild symptoms
on a daily basis are now being more commonly
treated with medications delivered through a metereddose inhaler. The Aerokat is an inhaler specifically
designed to help administer inhaled medication to cats. With inhalation therapy, higher
concentrations of drugs can be delivered directly to the lungs and systemic side effects
are avoided or minimized. To some extent, drug therapy depends on whether clinical
signs occur daily or just intermittently. Cats that have clinical signs more than twice
weekly are treated with daily corticosteroids; those that have clinical signs less than
twice weekly are usually treated with just bronchodilators on an as-needed basis.
The key to successful management of feline asthma is to know your cat
well, keep your eyes and ears open for changes in their breathing, give
them all medications as prescribed, and get veterinary care when indicated,
both routine checkups and/or emergency intervention as needed.
Editor’s note: Dr.
DiBenedetto is a
veterinarian at
Maple Veterinary
Hospital located
at 2981 Iowa in
Troy, Michigan. The
hospital website is:
www.mvhvet.com.
Dr. DiBenedetto can
be reached at (248)
585-2622 for other
pet-related questions.

Thumbs Up
To Seniors
MARITIME
TRIVIA
Courtesy of
The Marine Art
of J. Clary

Congratulations to Carl Garmhaus of
Clinton Twp., Michigan, for correctly
answering question #33.

Be the first to correctly answer
Question #34 and you could
win a J. Clary collector print!

Question #33

In the days of sail, why were
the decks, gun ports and
bulwarks of fighting ships
painted a bright red?

Answer to #33:

In order to mask the splash
and stains of blood sustained
from battle.

Maritime Trivia
Question #34

What does the big letter "T"
stand for that you see on the
side of many ocean-going
vessels?

Email your guess to
marineart@jclary.com

Visit Cap’n Jim’s Gallery
201 N. Riverside, Suite C-4
St. Clair, MI 48079
www.jclary.com
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The area’s first business, the general store and saloon of
Henry Johr

The village in Ira Township on Anchor Bay known as Anchorville was
inhabited by Native Americans when the first white man came ashore. Father
Hennepin emerged from the Griffin, the ship of explorer Robert de La Salle, and planted a cross in the vicinity of where
the Immaculate Conception Church now stands. A cross and plaque in front of the church commemorates the 1697 event.
After this first contact, the Michigan area was not settled for a long time, due to reports that all of the territory was
a swampy, mosquito-infested farmland. As the area eventually became settled, the local Native Americans, who were
of the Chippewa tribe, signed an agreement to live mostly on area reservations called “Indian Reserves.” Most of Ira
Township was an Indian Reserve until about 1835, the year that the area’s first general store opened.
The Anchorville settlement, first known as “Au Lac,” grew around the Immaculate Conception Church, at the
corner of M-29 and the aptly named Church Road. In 1849,
early pioneer Stephen Rose deeded a
portion of his land to the Archdiocese
of Detroit, and a church was built
and dedicated on October 15, 1854,
as the Immaculate Conception of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. Right Reverend
Peter P. Lefevere appointed Reverend
Charles A. Chambille as the first pastor.
Through the hard work of the 2nd pastor,
Theophilus Buyse, a new Catholic
School was established, known as the
Sacred Heart Institute. The year 1906
The original Immaculate Conception Church and rectory before they
were destroyed by fire, with a schoolhouse to the left of the photo that brought the arrival of the Sisters of St.
also succumbed to the flames (courtesy of Paul Tourney)
Joseph from Nazareth, Michigan. By
1911, the sisters were operating a music school. They served until 1969.
In August, on a warm Sunday afternoon in 1917, a fire started in the church basement from
1917 fire of the Immaculate
spontaneous combustion, claiming all of the parish buildings! These included the convent, The
Conception Church (courtesy of
rectory, school and the church. Not a single thing was saved in the church or the convent.
Paul Tourney)
By Paul Torney and Alan Naldrett
ThumbPrint News Contributors

Saturday, October 1st, 2016

,
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Pastor Father Downey appealed for help from the Archdiocese of Detroit and from many friends and
parishioners. Within a year a new church and school were rebuilt. A new church bell, with many parishioner
contributor’s names engraved upon it, was raised in 1921. The majestic steeple that houses the bell is a
popular landmark that can be observed by all mariners on Lake St. Clair.
In 1953, on the occasion of the church’s 100th anniversary, Pastor John Koelzer directed the building
of a grotto that was dedicated “In memory of the Pioneers of 1853, by the Parishioners of Immaculate
Conception of 1953.” Joe Kay and Tom Nofs helped to establish the Knights of Columbus Au Lac Council
that was chartered on December 8, 1991. For the past 43 years, every July, volunteers organize the popular
Family Fun and Perch Festival held on the grounds of the Church campus. In 2013, Immaculate Conception
celebrated its 160th anniversary. In all there have been 15 pastors who have served.
The Archbishop of Detroit, Allen H. Vigneron, the son of Elwin and Bernadine Vigneron, attended
Immaculate Conception School in Anchorville. He was ordained a priest in Detroit on July 26, 1975, and
went on to be ordained auxiliary bishop of Detroit in 1996. In 2009, he was named by Pope Benedict XVI The Interurban Railroad and the Anchorville stop (courtesy of Paul
Torney)
to succeed Cardinal Adam J. Maida as the next chief shepherd of Detroit.
The area’s first business, the general store and saloon of Henry Johr, was built across the street from the Immaculate Conception Church. Business was good
and he added a dock at the back of his establishment. By 1850, several general stores, three or four saloons, and a blacksmith shop occupied the Anchorville
area. More businesses and hotels would follow in the area first known as Au Lac, French for “At the Lake.” The name was changed to Anchorville in 1876.
Charles A. Calzin bought Johr’s general store and added a warehouse. He was the man credited with naming
the village Anchorville, after Anchor Bay. After Calzin, A. J. Christie owned the general store and the Christie
family began their long run as Anchorville postmasters, from 1885 to 1940. After the Christies, the store was run
for over forty years by the Kandler family and known as the Village Market. Its legacy continues as new owners
took over in 2015.
The interurban railroad connected Detroit and Port Huron in the early days of the twentieth century. At a road
that was once a Native American trail, the railroad separated into two tracks. One went along the Lake St. Clair
waterfront and the other track cut down the trail in an express route to Port Huron. The trail had been named
Meyer Road, for the Meyer family who had a farm and operated Meyer’s Creamery there. The road was renamed
Short Cut Road, its name today, because of its use as a quick train route.
Silver Saddle Riding Ranch opened in 1955, and was located on Meldrum Road in Anchorville. Owners Carl
and Unis Remick came to Anchorville from Montana. They purchased 60 acres of land that had barns and stables
The Interurban train in Anchorville (courtesty of Paul Torney)
that housed up to 150 horses. A short distance from the ranch on Meldrum Road was the site of the Motor City
Dragway. Dick Stickley was the driving force behind the creation of the dragstrip. The dragway officially opened in 1957, and was one of the Detroit area’s
most popular dragstrips for three decades. It closed down in the late 1970s, due to a decline in drag-racing interest and of complaints from local residents of the
traffic and noise.
The majority of Anchorville’s residents have lived there for many generations – a true mark of a close-knit, friendly and desirable community.
Author's note: For more information and rare pictures of the Anchorville area, pick up the Images of America: Ira Township book from the Ira Township hall, Amazon.com, Barnes and
Noble, other online bookstores or from one of the authors, Paul Torney, Lynn Lyon, Rich Gonyeau, Bob Mack or Gail Zabowski.
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Mon. - Fri. 9am - 7pm
Sat. & Sun. 9am - 2pm
Pharmacy (810) 329-4613

1167 S. Carney Dr.
St. Clair, MI 48079
(810) 329-4535

By Paul Welch
ThumbPrint News Columnist

+ Features:

Personalized Care & Attention!

We get to know YOU, not just your prescription number.

We Deliver!

FREE delivery
for prescriptions
within a 10 mile radius.

Neiman’s Family

Pharmacy

$5 for next
10 mile radius.

St. Clair

810.329.4613
Call for more details.

+
+ FREE Flavor Rx!
+ HEALTH & WELLNESS SCREENINGS!

Rewards!

+

Pharmacy
Punch Card!
Have 10 prescriptions filled
at Neiman’s Pharmacy
and receive a $10
Neiman’s Family Market Gift Card.

Simply visit neimansfamilymarket.com
and click our “Pharmacy” tab.
Is your little one having trouble taking their medicine?
Check out Flavor Rx to make it easier.
Take advantage of our various health &
wellness screenings throughout the year.

Making homes beautiful and accessible for Blue Water seniors for over 11 years!

Luxury
FALL
SAVINGS
Bath

Now Through Sept. 30th
Enjoy Mobility . . .

And at a fraction of the cost!

Walk-In Showers

50 Off
%

• Total Bathroom
Remodeling From
Start to Finish
• One -Day Bath
Re modeling
• Full Line of Safety
& Accessibility
Products
• No Mess
• No Demolition

Labor for

Mobility
Products

See store for details. Expires 9/30/2016

Walk-In Tubs

1222 Water St. • Port Huron, MI • 810.385 .1700
1.800.ANEWTUB • WWW.MOBILITYREMODELERS.COM
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September is here; where did
summer go? It seems like it went
by way too fast, and now we are
looking at the approach of autumn.
That means winter is not far behind.
Now is crunch time for your outdoor
projects. Here are the most important
ones you should focus on before it is
too late:
Dirty Rotten – If you have a deck,
it is a nice place to grill, eat and relax
during the warmer months. Your
deck also needs to be maintained.
Composite decks just need to be
cleaned because they are made of a
mix of plastic and wood fibers. They
will not rot from moisture so there is
no need to waterproof them. Wood
decks need both regular cleaning
and staining. If water beads on the
surface or, if it is a solid color stain,
the stain is not peeling up or missing,
you will be good to go. If water
soaks into the wood or the stain is
peeling up, you need to stain the
deck to protect it before temperatures
get below fifty degrees. This will
keep your deck looking nice for years
to come.
Just the Pits – Cement is a nice,
durable, hard surface that is great for
driveways, walkways and anchoring
posts. From water freezing and
thawing and using ice-melter, the
surface of cement can get pitted and
break to the point where it has to be
replaced. If you have any cement
surfaces, use a masonry sealer to
keep water from soaking into the
pores and help prevent pitting. If it is
being used on a driveway, make sure
it is recommended for driveways,
otherwise the hot tires from your
car will lift it off the surface. Brick
pavers need paver-locking sand to
hold them in place and they should
be waterproofed as well.
Watching Grass Grow – Fall is
your last chance of the year to grow
grass seed. The cooler weather of
late summer to early fall, along with
increased rainfall, makes this one
of the two best times to grow grass.

Get the seed down to fill in any bare
spots in your lawn before it gets
too cold. Be careful of birds eating
the seed and make sure you buy
perennial grass, not annual grass. If
the grass is unusually cheap, read the
label on the back that tells what kind
of grass it is. There is a good chance
it is annual ryegrass which will not
come back next year. It is best to use
a mixture suited to the conditions of
the lawn.
Be on Guard – With fall so close,
the leaves are going to start turning
colors and before long they will
fall to the ground. This also means
they will clog up the gutters on your
house. Don't wait until the leaves
start to fall before doing something
about it. Putting gutter guards on
now will keep the leaves from getting
in the gutter as they fall. This keeps
you from cleaning them out multiple
times. There are several styles of
gutter guards and they're not hard to
install. They range from plastic or
metal screening to coarse foam that
you just put into place. The foam is
the most expensive but best option
because it is easiest to install and
keeps even the smallest debris from
getting into the gutter while letting
water flow freely through.
Hot Tape – If you have
only a crawl space, or live in a
manufactured home or mobile home,
install heat tape on your pipes while
it is still warm, even if the weather
people are calling for a warmer than
usual winter. Many people wait until
a pipe bursts before they install heat
tape. Be smart and get it done early
so you don't have to repair a pipe and
install heat tape in the cold winter.
Enjoy the last bit of summer.
Cold weather is coming and we
will wish it was back in the eighties
and nineties. If you like the colder
weather, then you will be happy
soon. Remember to be safe when
working on all your projects. Know
your limits and hire a professional
if something is beyond what you are
able to do. Next month I will talk
about fall cleanup.
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Mallards Landing is the latest concept in
retirement living for mature adults who
desire health, comfort, good friends and
good times, yet know that assisted care is
available, if desired.
Private apartments at
Mallards Landing are
fully eqipped and
enable you to choose to
live in a lovely one or
two bedroom apartment,
ready to be furnished
and decorated with your
favorite belongings.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

I enjoyed your article on St. Felicitas church. I had heard that there was a
church submerged in Lake St.Clair, but did not know any of its history. I have
a lot of French family history in the Detroit and Grosse Pointe area that I have
been researching. One family name is Dejean/Vincent. I have a particular couple
(Narcise and Clotilda Vincent) that I have not been able to find death or burial
records on and am now wondering if they may have been buried at the St. Felicitas'
cemetery, as the time frame was about 1835-1838. I am anxious to see the records
when they become available. I have discovered that Narcise and family members
were voyaguers who traveled from Quebec to Michilmackinac and then settled in
the Detroit area. Thanks for the history!
Pam Kemichick

J

owett
Funeral Home

Funerals as
Unique as
Your Life

and Cremation

Service

1634 Lapeer Ave. 57737 Gratiot Ave.
Port Huron
New Haven
810-985-5123
586-749-9585
Kenneth L. White
www.jowettfuneraldirectors.com Alan R. Jowett
jowettfamily@comcast.net

Owner/Manager

Manager

.

4601 S. River Road • East China • 810-329-7169
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On this day in 1939, World War II
On this day in 1940, Congress
1
.
began when Nazi Germany invaded 14. passed the Selective Service Act,
Poland.
providing for the first peacetime draft in
U.S. history.
On this day in 1963, Alabama
2
.
governor George Wallace prevented
On this day in 1917, Alexander
5
the racial integration of Tuskegee High
1
.
Kerensky proclaimed Russia a
School by encircling the building with state
troopers.
On this day in 1976, the
unmanned U.S. spacecraft
Viking II landed on Mars and took the
first pictures of the planet's surface.
On this day in 1951, President
Harry S. Truman inaugurated
transcontinental television service in the
U.S. when AT&T carried his address to
the opening session of the Japanese Peace
Convention in San Francisco.
On this day in 1774, the first
Continental Congress met in
Philadelphia.
On this day in 1941, Nazi Germany
required all Jews over the age of
six to wear a yellow Star of David on their
clothes.
On this day
in 1979, the
Entertainment and Sports
Programming Network
(ESPN) made its debut on cable TV.
On this day in 1966, Star Trek
premiered on television.
On this day in 1893, President
Grover Cleveland's daughter, Esther
Cleveland, became the first president's child
to be born in the White House.
On this day in 1846, Elias Howe
of Massachusetts received a patent
for his sewing machine.
On this day in 2001, two hijacked
commercial jets were crashed by
terrorists into the north and south towers of
the World Trade Center in New York City,
causing the collapse of both towers. A short
while later, another plane was crashed into
the Pentagon, and a fourth into a field near
Shanksville, Pennsylvania.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Discounted Tickets Available

until November 30!
$
12 per adult and $6 per child
(ages 2-15) children under 2 are free

10.
11.

Starting December 1st, tickets will be $15 per adult & $8 per child.

Each night from 5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

For more information & to order tickets call (810) 794-2300.

www.TheChristmasWalk.com

8061 Marsh Road, Algonac, MI 48001

16.

On this day in
1908, General
Motors was founded by
William C. Durant.
On this day
in 1787, The
Constitution was completed and signed by
a majority of the delegates attending the
Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia.
On this day in 1850, Congress
passed the Fugitive Slave Act,
which required the return of escaped slaves
to their owners.
On this day in 1985, the Mexico
City area was struck by the first of
two devastating earthquakes that claimed
thousands of lives. The second earthquake
hit 36 hours later.
On this day in 1973, Billie Jean
King beat Bobby Riggs in a battle
of the sexes tennis match.
On this day in 1937, The Hobbit by
J.R.R. Tolkien was first published.
On this day in 1776, Nathan Hale
was hanged by the British as a spy
during the Revolutionary War.
On this day in
1846, German
astronomer Johann
Gottfried Galle discovered
the planet Neptune.
On this day
in 1969, the trial of the
"Chicago Eight," radical antiwar and
counterculture activists accused of
conspiring to incite riots at the 1968
Democratic convention, began.
On this day in 2003, it was
reported that more than 14,000
had lost their lives in France in a summer
heat wave.
On this day in 1820,
frontiersman, Daniel Boone, died
in Missouri.
On this day in 1964, the Warren
Commission report concluded
that there was no conspiracy in the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy;
Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone.
On this day in 1924, two U.S.
Army planes landed in Seattle
after completing the first round-the-worldflight in 175 days.
On this day in 1978, John Paul I
died one month after becoming
pope.
On this day in 1946, twenty-two
Nazi leaders were found guilty at
the Nuremberg trials.

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

26.
27.

Dec. 9-11, 15-18 & 21-23
Shuttle runs every 10-15 mins. and the last shuttle leaves for the home
at 8:00 p.m. Self-Guided Walking Tour Takes Approximately One Hour.

republic.

12.

On this day in 1992, Dr. Mae
Carol Jemison became the first
black woman in space aboard the space
shuttle Endeavour.
On this day in 1948, Republican
Margaret Chase Smith of Maine
was elected to the U.S. Senate, becoming the
first woman to have served in both houses of
Congress.

13.

28.
29.
30.
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Dip It Up

For a quick burst of flavor at home or on the
go, try Sabra Classic Singles with veggies, pita
bread, pita chips or crackers. These 2-ounce
servings of creamy Classic Hummus are perfect
for the lunchbox or on-the-go snacking and
portable enough to bring along on any adventure.
For more information, visit www.sabra.com.

Serve a Satisfying Snack

W

FAMILY FEATURES

hen it comes to packing lunches and
after school snacks for your little ones,
it’s easy to get into a rut. But by making
a few delicious and convenient choices in the
grocery store, you can break away from the same old
sandwich routine and serve up nibbles and noshes
your kids will love.
Whether your star pupils prefer a savory dip, a
light and salty snack or a chewy fruit bar, here are a
few great choices you can pack.

Fuel Their Day

Help them have a great day
at school by serving those
little learners the proper
fuel. With a commitment to
creating all natural snacks
you can feel good about
giving your kids, Nature’s
Bakery Fig Bars are choles
terol free, dairy free and
kosher. From the sweetness
of blueberry to the tartness
of lemon, these bars are
available in a variety of
jam-packed, fruity flavors.
For more information, visit
www.naturesbakery.com.

KEEP FOOD FRESH

Pop Up Some Fun

For back-to-school snacking, you can’t beat popcorn. Pop up a bowl
and let the fun flavor creations begin — sweet, savory or with just a
dash of salt. Popcorn is a grab-n-go treat that takes minutes to make.
Plus, it’s whole grain and contains fiber to fuel the body and keep
you feeling fuller longer than other snacks. This beloved treat is also
economical, costing mere pennies per serving. For more information,
visit www.popcorn.org.

Do you need an easy way to
pack more protein, calcium
and other nutrients into your
family’s diet? You can’t go
wrong with a kid-friendly
kitchen staple like low-fat
yogurt. With a wide array of
textures, consistencies and
flavors, there are sure to be
several varieties that even the
pickiest eater will enjoy. Take
these beloved flavors to new
heights with toppings such as
dried fruit, organic granola,
dark chocolate and coconut
shavings.

n Ensure that puddings and yogurts stay cold by freezing them
the night before use. You can also freeze water bottles or
juice boxes to act as ice packs in lunch containers.
n Keep PB&J sandwich bread fresh by spreading peanut butter
on both slices of bread, and avoid saturation by placing jelly
in the center.
n Add a paper towel to containers with freshly washed fruits and
vegetables. This will absorb any extra moisture, retaining
peak texture and flavor.
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Your Safety is
Important to Us.

JOIN OUR TEAM!!

YOU DECIDE

An imprint of places and people at work and play in the Thumb of Michigan

ThumbPrint News has grown tremendously in the last year
and we are seeking motivated, competitive, and hard-working
individuals who are career-oriented and driven by success!
We have open sales positions to be filled immediately
in the Thumb area.

THIS

THIS

or

Will Train - Experience a Plus
Salaried and Commissioned Positions Available
(810) 794-2300 or (810) 614-8034
ThumbPrint News is published monthly and distributed free of charge to
cities in the Thumb area of Michigan. We have more than 100,000
readers and our paper covers the following counties:
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Huron
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Don't wait
until it’s
too late.

Take
precautions
now to make
sure you have
a clean, safe
chimney
system.

Call Your
Local
Chimney
Sweeping
Crew at:
Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!

MASONRY EXPERTS
AFFORDABLE • PROFESSIONAL • QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
LEAK DIAGNOSIS • FREE INSPECTIONS

Builder’s License No. 2102181179

WE CUSTOM
MATCH YOUR
HOME’S
EXISTING
MORTAR COLOR

810-984-3420

1725 Michigan Rd.
Port Huron, MI 48060
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10% off Full-Year Super
HEATING &
Maintenance Plan!
COOLING, INC.
Since 1993

Remanufactured/Compatible Ink and Toner You can now
fax requests to

810-433-1613
Several Delivery Options Available

www.CartridgeConnectionInk.com
cartridgeconnectionink@gmail.com

(586) 441-5128
$

5 OFF

any purchase

of Remanufactured/Compatible Ink
valued at $20 or more.
One coupon per purchase.

CALL NOW!
Call and After Hours
Financing OnEmergency
Service
Available 1-800-770-9903

$200 off Installations
on new equipment

1-586-727-7753
www.superiorheatcoolgeo.com

#1 Generac Dealer in the Blue Water Area
22805 Patmore Dr., Clinton Twp., MI 48036

A Name You Can Trust

Never Lose Power!

8015 Gratiot Ave.
Columbus, MI 48063

1-800-400-8941
www.budgetgenerators.net
www.generac.com

Premier Dealer
P WERPRO

BACK-UP POWER RESTORED TO YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS IN LESS THAN A MINUTE.

Fall Special!!

Bubba says,
“Don’t Be
Hounded by
Power Outages!”

$500
Off
ANY NEW
ORDER

Call Us For A Free In-House Estimate.

All sale prices based on
basic install. Permits and
gas piping extra.
Previous sales excluded.
Call for details.
TPN 916

Falling Leaves Will
Clog Gutters
Before

INCREASING
THE CHANCE
OF ICE DAMS
THIS WINTER

After

Expires 9/30/16

FALL
GUTTER
CLEANING
SPECIALS
GOING ON
NOW!

WINTER WEATHER
IS ON THE WAY!

Have your gutters cleaned
professionally to prevent costly repairs.

ABC

Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!
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1+1=3

The New Math of Relationship
By John Vincent Senkus

and steady, every now and
then you can have a eureka
moment. At those times you
Doesn’t it seem that PARTNER-REALIZATION
LEVEL
(One + One = Three)
can take an exponential
the intimate relationship
leap in the growth process.
created by two people
UNIQUENESS
These can occur when
who love each other – INTEGRATING
LEVEL
(Personal Imprinting)
all of a sudden “you get
would operate just a bit
it”, or when there is a
more
harmoniously?
paradigm shift caused
Sometimes it feels like
FULCRUM LEVEL
by
an
unexpected
intimate relationship
(Securing Higher Ground)
realization.
Many
becomes an oxymoron,
times these can be
appearing more and
NEW LOVE LEVEL
triggered by traumatic
more like a wrestling
(Imagining the Possibilities)
or
life
changing
match. So why should
events. Though these
it be so difficult for
eureka events are
two lovers to stay
LIKING LEVEL
not planned, or can
on track…? Much
(Relationship Basics)
be painful, take
has to do with the
relationship’s ability to grow. And advantage of the new perspectives
since growth is predicated upon how they have to offer.
3. In a growing r e l a t i o n s h i p ,
well needs are identified, developed,
and ultimately satisfied – the real there are elements that constantly
question becomes: How “needs evolve. This doesn’t mean that your
relationship is spinning like a top, but
smart” is the relationship?
The filling of relationship needs can it is turning upon an axis of change
occur smoothly and naturally, without (proportionate to your desire to grow).
much thought. What needs get easily Keep this in mind when applying fixes
filled will depend on the capabilities or when problem solving. Because
and dynamics of each couple. On the your relationship is dynamic, what
other hand, there will be those needs worked in the past may not work
that just don’t want to fill. Instead of effectively now, and what works now
being buoyed by them, they drag you may not in the future.
4. Relationship needs only work
down. This is when your relationship
has to “intervene” and recognize in the context of both giving and
there is an issue, and that needs are receiving. It is a two way street. Not
not being satisfied through the normal only do you have to be consciously
course of interactions. Below is just a active in the giving process, you
handful of the factors that determine must also be open to receiving. The
if needs become fulfilled … or if they full circle of giving is completed only
when it is also received. As basic as
starve:
1. Growth resists “dulling”, and that sounds, it is surprising how often
is the antidote to stagnation. Since needs fulfillment is offered up, yet not
variety is the spice of life, this makes taken. The reasons for this are many;
growth the ultimate spice. Your stubbornness, not recognizing they
journey to your possibilities involves are “on the table”, fear that acceptance
constant change, which means means having to take the next step or
you are always in the process of having to do something different, it’s
evolving. What better way to add the not presented in the manner desired,
ongoing element of “rekindling” to a etc.
5. Progression through the five
relationship? Steady growth infuses
your partnership with regular intervals relationship levels are not equally
of new ideas, perspectives, insights, proportionate from a “scalability”
challenges, and unpredictability. All standpoint. Because each succeeding
fine ingredients to stoke the fires of level requires increased emotional
capacity and consciousness than
love and intimacy even more.
2. Even though most growth is slow the level before it, your progression
ThumbPrint News Columnist

at (810) 794-5678 for cleaner carpets!

can become more difficult with each
subsequently higher level.
6. Sometimes growth can be so
easy, it feels like the wind is pushing
you up a flight of stairs, as if you are
on an escalator. Other times it feels
like there is a giant foot pushing down
on you. Your progress gets stalled, and
you start to press too hard. Burnout,
frustration, and anxiety can then easily
follow. These are all normal feelings
and represent the natural ebb and flow
of evolving. At times your partner
will help pull you up, but at other
times (like when being challenged),
you may feel like it’s their foot that’s
keeping you down. The growth path
of intimate relationship is not like the
academic process of studying books
and going to school. It’s primarily an
emotional journey. Since there are so
many emotions invested, this makes
the “ups” of this passage feel really
good, but the “downs” feel very heavy.
The important thing is, don’t get too
discouraged, and keep a balanced and
higher view. When you understand
this, it becomes easier to keep things
in perspective.
7. There is a big difference between
“needing” versus “needy”. Expressing
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and pursuing needs is the manifestation
and articulation of your innermost
self. This leads toward true growth.
In intimate relationship – it is looking
for your partner to complement your
personal growth journey. Being needy
demonstrates clinging to deficiency
growth obstacles or superficial wants.
It is looking for someone or something
outside of your self. In relationship –
it is an attempt to have your partner
compensate for your shortcomings.
Abraham Maslow stated, “If the
only tool you have is a hammer,
you tend to see every problem as a
nail.” Challenge yourself and your
relationship. Expand your toolbox
and get to know the underbelly of the
needs process. This knowledge will
take you that much closer to realizing
all that you and your love life have to
offer.
Thanks for reading! If you
would
like
more
information
on the relationship stair step
diagram, or have any questions or
comments, please email me at
1and1equal3@gmail.com.
In our next column, we will explore
the wide and sometimes negative
impact of safety needs.

FREE ONLINE CLASSES
Enroll today at
Michigan Cyber
Academy!

Earn Your High School
Diploma from the
safety and convenience
of your own home!
For Students 14-19 years old.
*Must meet certain requirements.

Enroll Now

High School Diploma
GED PREP

Cyber

Online Program
All Students 14-19
in the state of Michigan are eligible
Work at your own pace from home

MICHIGAN

M

C
A

Academy

ONLINE HIGH SCHOOL

248-399-2222

www.michigancyberacademy.com
1569 E. 8 Mile Road, Hazel Park, MI
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Saving Sauternes
By David White

ThumbPrint News Guest Writer

Olivier Bernard knows Bordeaux.
Born there in 1960, Bernard has spent
his entire life in the region -- and has
worked in the wine industry since 1978,
when he opened a small wine shop. In
1983, he took over the operations at
Domaine de Chevalier after his family
purchased the historic estate in PessacLéognan. And he has been president
of the Union des Grands Cru, the
promotional body for Bordeaux’s top
producers, since 2012.
So it’s telling that Bernard’s estate
in Sauternes, Clos des Lunes, focuses
almost exclusively on dry wines.
Sauternes, of course, is the famous
sub-region in Bordeaux where botrytis
cinerea – the fungus known as “noble
rot” – attacks grapes almost every year,
leaving them desiccated, shriveled, and
covered with fuzzy mold. Out of these
beastly grapes comes the world’s most
famous sweet wine.
Why would one of Bordeaux’s most
passionate ambassadors make dry wine
in Sauternes?
Soil and climate play a role, to be sure.
But the market, no doubt, plays a larger
one. Sadly, Sauternes is out of fashion.
Over the past 40 years, U.S. imports
of Sauternes have declined almost
70 percent. Between 2004 and 2013,
according to Liv-ex, auction prices on
wines from the region’s top châteaux –
Coutet, Climens, Rieussec, Suduiraut,
and Yquem – dropped between 19 and
37 percent.
In part, this drop is explained by
changing preferences. Most of today’s
wine enthusiasts just don’t take sweet
wines seriously.
Changing dining culture has also
impacted sales. Structured, leisurely
dinners were once more common –
and always ended with dessert wines
like Sauternes or Port. Today, such
indulgences are rare – and drawn-out
meals are more likely to end with coffee
than sweet wine.
Consumers have also moved beyond
Bordeaux. Everyone still recognizes
the region’s significance, obviously. But
for all intents and purposes, today’s
consumers have unlimited choices – and
are responding accordingly. The average
upscale supermarket carries more than
1,500 wine selections from across the
globe. Those who do drink sweet wine

have plenty to choose from.
To survive, many producers in
Sauternes have turned to dry whites.
Most major estates have always produced
at least a bit of dry wine; Château
d’Yquem has produced a dry blend of
Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc – simply
called “Y” – since 1959. But today, more
producers are producing more dry wine
than ever before.
Producers have also worked to
convince consumers that their wines
needn’t be pigeon-holed as dessert. Aline
Baly, the Parisian-born, Americanraised, third-generation proprietor of
Château Coutet spends much of her
time trotting the globe showing off the
versatility of her wines.
Some producers have tried to up the
region’s cool factor. Earlier this year,
for example, three producers teamed
up with Perrier, the bottled water
company, to create a wine for French
nightclubs. It’s designed to be mixed
with sparkling water and served over
ice. Other producers, targeting the same
audience, have packaged their wines in
100-milliliter vials.
The move towards dry wine makes
sense. It’s what the market is demanding
and, as Olivier Bernard explained in a
recent conversation, “all great sweet wine
in the world once had the potential to be
a great dry wine.” The push to highlight
the versatility of Sauternes also makes
sense. Food is more varied and exotic
than ever before – and sweet wines
often make the most sense. The move to
sell wine through gimmickry, though,
seems at odds with the tradition that
distinguishes Sauternes.
Few regions can match Sauternes’
history. And no wines of such
consequence are a better deal. So long
as one is willing to forgo Yquem, savvy
consumers can purchase half bottles
from virtually every top producer –
many with a decade or more of age – for
less than $30. Wines from other regions
of such significance cost multiples more.
One must root for today’s efforts
to sustain the region – and hope that
serious consumers continue to find at
least some space for Sauternes.
Editor’s note: David White is the
founder and editor of the blog
Terroirist.com, which was named
“Best Overall Wine Blog” at the 2013
Wine Blog Awards. His columns are
housed at GrapeCollective.com.
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Creating Bright Smiles through Quality Care in a Friendly Atmosphere!

K. Donald Jackson, DDS
25+ Years of Experience

Call for an appointment today!
Introductory Offer for New Patients!

.

Specialized Full Service
Same Day Emergency Care
General Dentistry
Exclusively Mercury-Free Fillings
Braces for Adults & Children
Cosmetic Dentistry
Oral Implants
Laser Dentistry
Headache & TMJ Treatment
Sleep Apnea & Snoring Treatment

Teeth Whitening

After recommended
treatment is
complete

FREE

(You Save
$360)

K. Donald Jackson, DDS • 810-329-7440
1980 Fred Moore Hwy., St. Clair, MI 48079
Choice of one offer per person.

Expires 9/30/16

Introductory Offer for New Patients!

Initial Exam & X-Rays
$
00 (You$180)Save

50

K. Donald Jackson, DDS • 810-329-7440
1980 Fred Moore Hwy., St. Clair, MI 48079
Choice of one offer per person.

Expires 9/30/16

Braces for Adults & Children

Call 810-329-7440 FREE
1980 Fred Moore Highway
St. Clair, MI 48079

(You Save
$475)

Workup & Consultation

K. Donald Jackson, DDS • 810-329-7440
1980 Fred Moore Hwy., St. Clair, MI 48079
Choice of one offer per person.

CAPE

Expires 9/30/16
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$79,900
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
RANCH
DELIVERED
AND SET-UP
ON YOUR PROPERTY
ONLY $49,900
MODELS ON DISPLAY AT 4269 DOVE ST., PORT HURON, MI
1/2 MILE EAST OF RANGE RD.

Call Roger for Details!

810-650-9023

www.huronhomesllc.com

30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
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A Brief History of Carpet Cleaning
By David Odziana,

ThumbPrint News Staff Writer and Field Reporter

With the invention of carpet in the late 1700s,
the issue of how to keep the material clean quickly
followed the introduction of the new flooring option.
William Sprague is responsible for the carpet boom
in America when he opened a woven carpet mill in
Philadelphia in 1791. However, it wasn’t until the
Industrial Revolution began in the United States that
Early Melivne Bissell
cleaning options became available for homeowners. Carpet Sweeper
Prior to having options to cleanse the material, many people turned to druggets,
which were heavy woolen fabrics used to cover certain areas that experienced heavy
traffic. While this helped avoid stains and dirt from embedding into the covered
area, everyday life brought dust, soot and allergens, which settled into the carpet
because of ventilation issues. Around this time, housewives began experimenting
with different household items that might remove stains. One interesting method
used was to scrub the soiled area with lemon juice and a hot loaf of bread. Common
practice for area rugs that were removable was to take them outside, hang them over
a clothes line and beat them with objects, such as brooms, to remove the dirt. For the
carpet that was stationary, the only option was to sweep it, which was originally done
with a broom made out of tea leaves starting in the 1860s. It was quickly discovered
that the tea leaves left stains behind, so people began using grass brooms to avoid
blemishes. Even doing cleaning as simple as sweeping was time consuming because
all the furniture had to be covered to avoid everything getting covered in dust.
By the 1870s, inventors were
focusing their efforts on different
machines to rid carpets of dirt, which
resulted in a contraption made to lay
the carpet face down and operate
numerous levers by hand to shake the
fabric. This worked about as well as
sweeping or beating it, so most people
turned to washing their carpet, which
often included the use of a popular
cleaning mixture of three parts water
Booth Vacuum Cleaner
to one part ox gall. While people were
still sweeping carpets, another option was presented in 1868, with the invention
of the Whirlwind by Ives McGaffey, although it was very difficult to use because
it required turning a crank by hand while pushing it. Melvin Bissell invented the
carpet sweeper in 1876 in Grand Rapids, which didn’t have a motor, but are often
still used in restaurants to this day to make sure the customers are not disturbed.
Technological advances came to the industry in the late 1870s, with the introduction
of the first steam cleaner. This was done at the company’s building instead of on
site like it is today, so all the carpet would be loaded up on a horse drawn wagon
and taken to the factory to be cleaned. To
rid it of dirt, first water would be heated up
to 130 degrees and after it was mixed with a
detergent, it would be sprayed over the rug.
An electric version of the carpet sweeper
appeared in 1890, when Corinne Dufour
received a patent in Savannah, Georgia.
When the economy went into a depression,
carpet’s popularity dropped, but those who
had it in their homes still had to have them
cleaned at a shop. By the late 1930s, carpet
cleaning companies offering on site work
began appearing. The technique often used
was to mix soap and water to cause suds - the
suds were then brushed onto the carpet and
wiped off with a clean wet towel with a little
bit of ammonia on it to brighten the fibers. During the 1940s, the focus shifted from
machines to chemicals, which haven’t changed much from what is used today.

(810) 794-5678 if you’ve got spiders inside!
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Home & Commercial Services
A multiservice company that you can trust!

Accidents Happen.
We Can Help.
OOPS!

See the Difference!

Loving It!!

CALL NOW!

TO SET UP YOUR
APPOINTMENT
5 ROOM SPECIAL
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$

00*

Up to 250 sq. ft.
per room

SOFA AND
LOVESEAT

9900

$

*

*Restrictions Apply.
Call for details. Expires 9/30/16
New Customers Only.
Limit One Per Customer.
Not Valid With Any Other Offer.
Code: SEPT16

Residential & Commercial
Truckmount Steam Cleaning

Carpet • Tile • Rugs • Upholstery • Air Ducts
Emergency Water Extractions
Locally Owned and Operated

Our Technicians have 15 years experience
in carpet and rug cleaning.
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Activities and Events

If you have an event in October that you would like listed in the October issue of ThumbPrint News,
email it to ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net by September 12, 2016. There is no charge for the listing.
Limited space is available for publishing events in this section. If it becomes necessary to eliminate
some of the events that were submitted to us, we apologize. Events that were submitted earliest and
non-profit events will be given the first priority.
Editor’s note: Before traveling beyond your home town to attend any of these events, please call ahead for any
changes in dates or times or for any cancellations.

Genesee

No events were submitted for
Genesee County this month.

Huron

Bad Axe - September 17
Tip of the Thumb Dancers,

Huron County Senior Center, 150 Nugent
Rd., 7:00 p.m. ‒ 11:00 p.m., potluck dinner
prior at 6:00 p.m. Admission $5. Bring
friends! Cancellations on WLEW and
WMIC radio. For more information call
Jerry at (989) 269-6348.

Bad Axe - September 24 & 25
Huron County Museum Weekend,

Bad Axe City Park, 205 S. Hanselman St.,
11:00 a.m. ‒ 4:00 p.m. Free admission.
Open rain or shine. Collection of 6
authentic log cabins and exhibits opened
for viewing. Blacksmith, carver, spinning
and weaving demonstrations and children's
activities. For more information email
Connie at conniedeejohnson@yahoo.com.

Lapeer

Lapeer - September 6
Spaghetti Dinner, American Legion

Post 16, 1701 W. Genesee St., 4:45 p.m. ‒
7:00 p.m. $6 per person, $5 seniors, $3 ages
7 - 12, under 7 free. Public welcome. For
more information call (810) 664-9312.

Lapeer - September 11
Family Picnic in the Pines,

American Legion Post 16, 1701 W.
Genesee St., 1:00 p.m. ‒ ? Meat provided.
Please bring a dish to pass. Members and
families only. For more information
call Mike at (810) 627-3213.

Lapeer - September 13
Taco Night, American Legion Post 16,

1701 W. Genesee St., 4:00 p.m. ‒ 7:00 p.m.
$2 per taco. Public welcome. For more
information call (810) 664-9312.

Lapeer - September 19,
October 13 & November 15
Ready, Set, Go Workshop,

Marguerite De Angeli Library, 921 W.
Nepessing St., 10:00 a.m. ‒ 11:00 a.m. Fun,
interactive workshop for 3 to 5-year-olds
and their parents/caregivers. Get informed
on what your child needs to know for
school. Call (810) 644-2737 for registration
and more information.

Lapeer - September 20
Homemade Pizza Night, American
Legion Post 16, 1701 W. Genesee St., 5:00
p.m. ‒ 7:00 p.m. Public welcome. For
more information call (810) 664-9312.

Lapeer - September 24
Lapeer Sunrise Kiwanis
Sponsored Euchre Tournament,

American Legion Post 16, 1701 W. Genesee
St., registration 5:30 p.m., game time 6:30
p.m. $25 per person (only 150 tickets
will be sold). Silent auction. Sandwiches,
pretzels and desserts will be provided. Cash
bar. Prizes and a 50/50 raffle. Proceeds help
feed children of Lapeer schools. For tickets
contact Carol at (810) 845-8652.

Macomb

Clinton Twp. - September 1 November 12, 2016
Carson's Community Day Coupon
Book Sale, Carson's at Partridge
Creek Mall, 17480 Hall Rd. Each book is
$5 and helps the Chesterfield Historical
Society move the Kolping Chapel to the
Chesterfield Historical Village. Coupons
can be used at any Carson's Department
Store from November 9 - 12, 2016.
For more information contact
Dolly at (586) 465-0780.

Richmond & Memphis September 1 - December 1
Collection for Christmas Care
Packages for Our Soldiers
Overseas. Items needed are hand

warmers, tube socks, assorted drink mixes,

to read online today!

apple cider mix, hot chocolate mix, candy,
beef jerky, toothpaste, toothbrushes,
Chapstick, peanuts and protein bars.
Collection points are First State Bank
and Lois Wagner Memorial Library in
Richmond and CBS Bank and Memphis
Library in Memphis. Sponsored by
Woman's Life Chapter 855 of Memphis.
For more information contact
Diana at (810) 392-5136.

Richmond - September 2, 3, 4,
9, 10, 16, 17 & 18
Richmond Community Theatre
Production of Once Upon a
Mattress, Richmond Community
Theatre, 69619 Parker St., Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:00 p.m., Sundays at 2:00
p.m. Adults $17, seniors/students $12.
For reservations or more information
call (586) 727-9518 or visit
RichmondTheatre.com.

New Baltimore - September 3 & 4
7th Annual Art on the Bay, Walter

and Mary Burke Park, 36300 Front St.,
10:00 a.m. ‒ 5:00 p.m. both days. Join us for
arts, craft classes, beer and wine, and much,
much more. For more information visit
www.artonthebay.com.

Mt. Clemens - September 6
Exploring the Art of Zentangle
to Mandalas, Anton Art Center, 125
Macomb Place, 2:00 p.m. Bring paper,
pencils, pens, etc. to participate in this
unique creative expression. For more
information contact Carolee
at (586) 469-8781.

Chesterfield - September 8
2016 Meet the Chamber
Networking Event, UPS Store #5463,

46958 Gratiot Rd., 7:30 a.m. ‒ 9:30 a.m.
Sponsored by the Anchor Bay Chamber
of Commerce. Breakfast refreshments and
giveaways happening through the morning.
Admission is free. Please register at
www.anchorbaychamber.com.

Richmond - September 9 - 11
Strawberry Shortcake Social
and Stuff Sale, 36045 Park St., noon

until dusk. Enjoy a delicious strawberry
shortcake, shop vintage stuff (September
9 and 10 only) and stroll through historic
buildings. Sponsored by the Richmond
Area Historic and Genealogical Society.
For more information email Mary Ellen
at mlogan5477@sbcglobal.net.

Chesterfield - September 12
New Baltimore Interfaith Choir's
Rehearsals Begin, Christ, The King

Lutheran Church, 29920 23 Mile Rd., 7:00
p.m. potluck and music distribution. Call
Bette for details at (586) 725-8051.

September 2016
Richmond - September 13
Woman's Life Chapter 855
Meeting, Lois Wagner Memorial Library,
35200 Division Rd., 6:30 p.m. Everyone is
welcome to attend. For more information
contact Diana at (810) 392-5136.

Chesterfield - September 17 & 18
Heritage Days, Chesterfield Township

Historical Society, 47275 Sugarbush, 10:30
a.m. ‒ 3:30 p.m. There will be horse rides
and photos, horseshoeing, games and crafts
for children, music, craft demonstrations,
candle making, corn grinding, and classic
and antique cars. Food and drink will be
available for purchase. A donation of $1
per adult or $2 per family is suggested.
For more information visit the website
www.chesterfieldhistoricsociety.org.

New Baltimore - September 18
Classic Cruise-In, downtown area,

noon ‒ 5:00 p.m. Registration from 10:00
a.m. ‒ noon. Food, music and raffles. Many
awards presented, including dash plaques
for the first 100 cars entered. Proceeds
go to New Baltimore Lions' charities.
For more information or to register
vehicles call Judy at (586) 212-3036
or Tim at (586) 212-2465.

Memphis - September 24
Euchre Tournament, Memphis Lions

Club, 34758 Pratt Rd., 7:00 p.m. $10 per
person. Snacks available. Prize money
awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners.
Tournament held every fourth Saturday of
the month. For more information contact
Frank at (810) 392-3717 or (810) 543-1875.

Mt. Clemens - September 24
Second Annual Road Rally "Race
for the Presidency", check in at

Mt. Clemens High School parking lot,
155 Cass Ave., 6:00 p.m. Rally from 6:30
p.m. ‒ 10:00 p.m. Cost is $15 per person.
Pre-registration is required. Food and
beverages will be available for purchase
at the finish. Each participant must bring
along a smartphone with internet access, a
tape measure, 12" ruler, clipboard, pencil,
scissors, highlighter, pen, flashlight and a
plastic bag. Maximum of 6 people allowed
per vehicle. Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
finishers. Sponsored by the Mt. Clemens
Optimist Club. For more information or to
register call Kathy at (586) 495-1005.

Oakland

Novi - September 23 - 25
American Sewing Expo, Suburban

Collection Showplace, 46100 Grand River
Ave., 9:00 a.m. ‒ 6:00 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday and 9:00 a.m. ‒ 5:00 p.m. on
Sunday. $14 admission; children 15 and
under are free with a paying adult. Features
quilting, costume making, fashion sewing,
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fiber arts, crafts and "sew" much more.
For a complete list of events, seminars,
parking info and fees, etc. visit the website
www.AmericanSewingExpo.com.

St. Clair

Marine City - September 1, 8,
15, 22 & 29
Farmer's Market, High St. and S.

Parker (next to the Marine City Library),
8:00 a.m. ‒ 1:00 p.m. For more information
call Erika at (810) 765-4501.

Marine City - September 9 - 25
The Drowsy Chaperone Musical,

Snug Theatre, 160 S. Water St., Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30 p.m.,
Sundays at 3:00 p.m. Tickets: $26. Book
online at www.riverbanktheatre.com
or call (810) 278-1749.

Capac - September 10
Stash Sale, Swap Meet and Craft
Show, St. John's Lutheran Church
Parish Hall, 109 E. Kempf Ct., 10:00 a.m.
‒ 3:00 p.m. Calling all quilters, scrappers,
stampers, yarn and fabric artists - finished
crafts and stuff to make stuff! This year
we are now including any crafts you have
made and want to sell. All items that are
not stash or swap must be handmade.
No distributors please. For more
information call Sue at (609) 827-0879.

Port Huron - September 10 - 11
Great Lakes Tattoo Expo, Blue

Water Convention Center, 500 Thomas
Edison Pkwy., Saturday 11:00 a.m. ‒ 11:00
p.m., Sunday from 11:00 a.m. ‒ 6:00 p.m.
One day pass, $5; two day pass, $8. For two
amazing days, the Center will be filled with
tattoo artists, the latest tattoo products,
vendors and some stunning skin art. For
more information call (810) 201-5513 or
visit www.greatlakestattooexpo.com.

Burtchville - September 11
Fall Harvest Day, Lake Huron Retreat

Center, 8794 Lakeshore Rd., noon ‒ 6:00
p.m. Homemade chili, cornbread, hot dogs,
full salad bar and beverage - $7 for adults,
$3 for kids ages 3 - 9, ages 2 and under eat
free. Outside food available as well, live
music, games and activities for children, a
number of vendors with handcrafted items
for sale, silent auction, bake sale and much
more. This is a fundraiser for our ongoing
ministry. For more information call Rev.
Ann Emerson at (810) 327-6272.

Algonac - September 15 - 17
Friends of the Algonac/Clay
Library Book Sale, 2011 St. Clair River

Dr., during library hours. Besides gentlyused hardcover and paperback books, there
will be DVDs, music CDs and audiobooks
available (based upon donations). For
more information call (810) 794-4471.

Emmett - September 15 - 17
22nd Annual Indoor/Outdoor
Junque and Treasures Sale, Our

Lady of Mt. Carmel Catholic Church,
10828 Brandon Rd., 9:00 a.m. ‒ 7:00 p.m.
on Thursday and Friday, 9:00 a.m. ‒ noon
on Saturday with $2 per bag. Donations
drop off on Sept. 10 - 13 from 10:00 a.m.
‒ 4:00 p.m. For more information call
Darlene at (810) 384-1786.

Avoca - September 17
Euchre Party, Avoca Community Club,

5396 Kilgore Rd., doors open at 6:30 p.m.;
games begin around 7:00 p.m. $10 per
person for 10 games. Snacks and beverages
are included. Cash prizes for 1st, 2nd
and 3rd highest scores. Door prizes.
For more information contact
Kathy at (810) 334-0114.

Columbus - September 24
Ella's Race and Car Show,

Columbus County Park, 1670 Bauman
Rd., 11:30 a.m. ‒ 4:00 p.m. Benefits the
American Brain Tumor Association.
Overall trophy for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. A
1-mile walk/run begins at 11:30 a.m. 5k
and 10k races begin at noon. Car show will
be held from noon ‒ 4:00 p.m. Sign up to
race at http://ellasrace.wix.com/ellasrace/.
For more information email Meg at
meg1elite@hotmail.com.

Capac - September 25
Golf Outing Fundraiser for the
Goodland Township Library, Holly
Meadows Golf Course, 4855 Capac Rd.,
registration begins at noon. We will also
have a Chinese auction, bowling at 1:00
p.m. and dinner at 5:00 p.m. Further
information can be obtained by
contacting the Goodland Township
Library at (810) 721-2110.

Fair Haven - September 26
Algonac Lioness Fundraiser, Bobby
Mac's Bayside Tavern, 8287 Dixie Hwy.
(M-29). Come anytime between 11:00 a.m.
and 8:30 p.m. for lunch or dinner and a
percentage goes to the Algonac Lioness
Club to benefit Leader Dog for the Blind
and Paws with a Cause. There will also be
a raffle and 50/50. For more information
call Teri at (941) 223-7733.

Sanilac

Sandusky - September 10 & 24
Thumb Dance Club, Maple Valley

School, 138 Maple Valley St., 7:00 p.m. ‒
11:00 p.m. Everyone welcome. Bring
finger foods (for 9:00 p.m.) and friends.
$5 for members and $6 for guests (regular
dances), $10 membership per year. On
September 10, entertainment provided by
Lighthouse Three. This is our Blue Jeans
and Hot Dogs night (Club provides hot
dogs.) On September 24, entertainment

at (810) 794-5678 for gutter cleaning!
provided by Lighthouse Three. For more
information call Leola at (810) 657-9349
or Dorothy at (810) 404-4250.

Lexington - September 17 -19
The Bach Festival, St. Denis Church,

5366 Main St. Sponsored by the Lexington
Arts Council. Friday tickets are $20 each;
Saturday and Sunday are $25 each. For a
list of performances and times on each
of the days or for more information visit
http://www.lexingtonbachfestival.org.

Port Sanilac - September 17
House in Mourning and Walking
Tour of Port Sanilac Cemetery,

Sanilac County Historic Museum and
Village, 228 S. Ridge Rd., 11:00 a.m. ‒ 4:00
p.m. See how death was handled in a
Victorian Home. Visit and have tea with
a grieving family in the Mansion. Then
take a walk through the cemetery and
meet characters from that time. There will
be free shuttles from the Mansion to the
Port Sanilac Cemetery at 11:30 a.m., 1:00
p.m. and 2:30 p.m. $10 for adults, $5 for
children, $20 for a family. Tickets available
at the door. For more information visit
www.sanilaccountymuseum.org
or call (810) 622-9946.

Deckerville - September 24
29th Annual Indian Heritage Day,

Reid Music Hall and Event Center, 4028
Ruth Rd., 10:00 a.m. ‒ 4:00 p.m. Historian
and author, Cheryl Morgan, will speak
about Michigan Indian boarding schools at
2:00 p.m. Our Indian potluck luncheon will
be held at noon, followed by special music,
our mission report, and a special offering
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for Indian Mission schools. Also featured
will be Western bolo ties and their history.
Members of the Indian Archeological
Society will be showing a collection of
authentic artifacts. Anyone with artifacts
is welcome to come and display their
collections or bring in an artifact to be
identified. Donations are $3 for adults
and $1 for children ages 5 - 12. To display
artifacts or for more information call
Joyce at (810) 376-6695.

Port Sanilac - September 24
Writer's Workshop, Sanilac County

Historic Museum and Village, 228 S.
Ridge Rd. $5 per person. Join local author
of Brave Lizabeth, Judy Hudson, and go
through writing exercises and learn some
helpful writing tips to get you started on
writing your first short story. For more
information call (810) 622-9946 or visit
www.sanilaccountymuseum.org.

Tuscola

Mayville - September 17
17th Annual Mayville Museum Car
Show, 2124 E. Ohmer Rd. Registration

begins at 8:00 a.m. on the day of the show
and is $15. Early registration is only $10.
Trophies and prizes awarded at 2:00 p.m.
The Museum will host a pancake breakfast
from 8:00 a.m. until 10:30 a.m.
For more information contact
Fran at (989) 843-0011.

Wayne

No events were submitted for
Wayne County this month.

Each month, ThumbPrint News prints a photo of an object, person or a place for our readers
to identify. If you think you know the answer, visit our website at www.thumbprintnews.com
and enter your answer. Of all persons submitting the correct answer by the 15th of the month,
one person will be randomly selected to be entered into a drawing for a wonderful surprise
gift at the end of the year! On December 16, 2016, one winner will be drawn out of all the
monthly winners and the lucky person will be notified.
For our August contest, we asked our readers to identify both the
common and the botanical name of the plant shown to the right and
what makes it so unusual.
Of all of those submitting answers, only Mary Robinson of Metamora,
Michigan, answered correctly. She will be entered into the yearend drawing. Mary identified that this plant is the obedient plant, or
Physostegia virginiana.
The obedient plant is native to North America and will grow in zones
3 to 9. It is a wonderful plant to add color to the fall garden in Michigan
and comes in both pink and white varieties.
The unusual feature of this plant is that
the flowers grow in rows on the square stems, but are “hinged”
where they attach to the stem. This allows the gardener to move
the flowers into any position on the stems and they will obediently
stay that way!
For our September contest, we are asking our readers to identify
what the object pictured to the left is. Remember, go to www.
thumbprintnews.com if you know the answer. Good luck!
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PIANO LESSONS
Let me bring this training to you!

Serving Lapeer, Sanilac & St. Clair Counties (North of I-69)

8900 Dixie Hwy.
Fair Haven, MI 48023
edwardbickley@att.net
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Wedding Specialist • Dish Gardens • Balloons • Personalized Gift Baskets
Open Mon.-Sat. 10am-5pm ~ WE DELIVER ~

WATER SOFTENERS - DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS
-

AFFORDABLE HOME REPAIRS
Order Flower
s
Early for
Homecoming!

810-420-0751 602 S. MARKET ST., MARINE CITY, MI 48039

Free of Charge.
marinecitybanquetcenter.com

AFFORDABLE
FITNESS FOR

LLC

844-786-7767
4743 Gratiot Ave., St. Clair, MI

Sept. 29th
5 - 8 p.m.

Ed Bickley

Glass &
Screen II,

Indoor / Outdoor • Boat • RV
Classic Car Storage

You’re
Invited
to See!!

LLC

HAPPY
586-725-7107
Fax: 586-725-7112 ‘NO’ LABOR

30+ Years Experience • Call Judy Gibson (989) 635-0536
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Glass &
Screen II,

Windows • Doors • Insulated Glass
Custom Mirrors • Shower Doors & More

IN THE CONVENIENCE OF YOUR HOME!

In this busy world, it’s hard to get your child to one more appointment.

All Ages • All Keyboards • Beginners to Advanced

to read online today!

CARPENTRY * REMODELING * HANDYMAN SERVICES
SIDING * WINDOWS * DOORS * ROOFING
FOR ALL YOUR HOME REPAIRS

24-Hour Gym & Tanning Access

3 Great Locations!
Marine City
Port Huron
260 S. Parker
2422 Lapeer
810-765-4900 810-985-9100
Marysville
782 Huron Blvd.
810-364-4650

OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK
WWW.VIKINGFITNESSCENTERS.COM

30YRS EXPERIENCE

Call Today 586.651.5597
FOR FREE CONSULTATION

DAVID MURPHY

have your business seen by
Thousands of readers!

ALL-INCLUSIVE
SCUBA CLASSES

375

(from book to certification)

$

With Coupon. Expires 9/30/2016.

call (810) 794-2300 to advertise with us!

ABC

Home & Commercial Services
A multiser vice company that you can trust!

We Can Help You M I N I M I Z E
the Number of Ticks in Your Yard!!!
Call today for pricing.
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at (810) 794-5678 if you have bed bugs!

Ok im sorry..If its not to late to change two things
on my ad..my mom got a look at it..and we decided..
the house of healing massage we should change
the font because the h looks kinda like a k..
and on the coupon part it should say...
$10 off a one hour massage reg.$55..
if you could fix those items that would be Great..thanks

For Rent

HANDYMAN OPPORTUNITY,

H o mu sy oeu ro f H e a l i n g M a s s a g e
bo
al
ize your
Spirit

dy, Energ

C

Free Hand Paraffin Dip with any Massage!
Priority Health
Pa r t i c i p a t i n g
Provider

Call Today 810-333-5111

Licensed Massage Therapist
228 N. Main St.,
Suite A,
Romeo, MI 48065
hohmassage52@gmail.com

30+ Years Experience ~ Same Day Service ~ Fully Insured & Bonded

$10

Off

With
This Ad

Hauling
MIKE’S
DEBRIS REMOVAL
E
,
SAVBACK
R
DS
YOUEKEN
E
W AND DS
EN
FRI

586-531-3103
C
T -O S
OMPLETE RASH UT PECIALISTS

RUBBER WHEEL DUMPSTERS AVAILABLE

IF
Y
DO OU
WA N’T
N
WE T IT
’LL
HAU
L IT

QUICK,CLEAN &THOROUGH
GARAGES, ATTICS, BASEMENTS, BARNS, BUILDING
DEMOLITION, ESTATE SALES, CAR REMOVAL, FIRE/FLOOD
DAMAGE, TRACTOR WORK AVAILABLE, UNIFORMED STAFF

www.mikeshaulinganddebrisremoval.net
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A One-Hour
Massage !
Reg. $55

1701 N. First St.
989-754-6589

CARO, MI

1342 Prospect Ave.
989-672-6589

at $650 (inclusive) weekly. Wireless
internet, outdoor enclosed heated pool.
Visit us online at gilliganscondo.com or call
(586) 648-6168.

BUSINESS FOR SALE, Woodshop,

1946

1rockproducts.com
READY MIXED CONCRETE
TELEBELT MATERIAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
SAGINAW, MI

MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA
CONDO, sleeps six, low fall rates starting

For Sale

SINCE

PRODUCTS

responsible handyman to exchange
services for reduced rent in duplex,
park-like setting. On 100' wide canal.
Everything new, catherdral ceiling,
2-bedroom, updated kitchen & bath,
washer/dryer and new flooring. Call
(586) 306-9440.

KINDE, MI

4900 N. Van Dyke
989-874-4068

building & property, 5,000 ft. showroom
& shop. Contents included, light industrial
three phase, tile block building. Stays cool
in summer, excellent natural lighting. Main
Street in Emmett. Call (810) 384-1163.
HOME FOR SALE, 5174 Lavely Lane,
East China, Michigan. Beautiful bungalow
home with 500 foot of frontage on the
Belle River with its own private boat launch.
Located at the end of the road, it offers
great privacy bordering the Belle River and
the Bridge to Bay bike trail. On 2.19 acres.
Listed at $159,000. For more information
and over 40 pictures visit the website
http://bit.ly/5174Lavely.

General

EXPERIENCE ELEGANCE IN
ALGONAC, The Algonac Banquet Center

is available for rental for all occasions.
Located at 1905 Mill Street in Algonac. For
questions or to book, call Lenny at
(810) 278-4395.

Wanted to Buy

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS AND
DECORATIONS Interested in vintage

and antique Christmas tree ornaments,
also Hallmark (all years), unusual artifical
trees, Annalee Dolls and more. Please call
(810) 614-8034.

Auto Parts

WE HAVE AUTO PARTS, Make

Reichle Auto Parts your 1st call for OEM
Replacemnet Auto Parts. Large selection
of motors, transmissions, fenders, hoods,
patch panels and much more! Open Mon. Fri. 9-5 and Sat. 9-1. Call (810) 329-3697.

Starting
at

Call Today!

14
(810) 794-2300
$

25
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NEW WORLD

would makes sense that if humans did exist at that time, they
would be much larger, as all living things were at that time. It is
not completely known why or how the dinosaurs became extinct, but it is understood
that animals quickly decreased in size as seen by fossil records, such as the dragonfly
which had a wingspan of five feet during the prehistoric times. Many scientists believe
during the age of the dinosaurs, the atmosphere was more suitable for living things to
reach a massive size because of an overall cleaner environment
and thicker ozone layer.
Although newspapers began to report finding after finding of
prehistoric giants in the 1800s, eye witnesses claim to have seen
them in person dating back to the 1500s. Magellan traveled by
ship around the coast of South America in 1520, experiencing a
strange occurrence in present day Argentina, which was recorded
in the journals of those accompanying him. “But one day we saw
a giant, who was on the shore, quite naked, and who danced,
leaped, and sang, and while he sang he threw sand and dust on
his head. Our captain [Magellan] sent one of his men toward him,
from book
charging him to leap and sing like the other in order to reassure Illustration
A Voyage Round the
him and to show him friendship. Which he did. Immediately the World published in 1768
man of the ship, dancing, led this giant to a small island where the
captain awaited him. And when he was before us, he began to marvel and to be afraid,
and he raised one finger upward, believing that we came from heaven. And he was so tall
that the tallest of us only came up to his waist. Withal he was well proportioned... The
captain named the people of this sort Pathagoni.” It was said following this encounter,
Magellan captured two of the younger giants with the intent of taking them back to
Spain, but according to his records, they died on the trip back.
During the early 1800s, when pioneers began transforming their land in America to
suit their cultivation needs, many mounds were tilled up without the realization that
they were man-made. The people responsible for the mounds are referred to simply
as Mound Builders because historians still don’t
know who constructed these heavily throughout the
Midwest. It is obvious the hills were constructed a
very long time ago, which is proven by the fact they
were covered by dirt and trees of considerable age,
and also appeared natural to settlers. These people
are also thought to be responsible for the massive
serpent mound in Ohio, as well as the hundreds, if
not thousands present when the Indians came to the
Mounds in Ohio that survived cultivation area. Many Native American traditions state their
ancestors were not responsible for constructing
these, and whoever did were no longer living in the area when they arrived. Once the
mounds were opened, although some were done so on accident,
numerous interesting artifacts were revealed. Unfortunately,
most of these were discovered before technology was available to
accurately date and identify them. In addition to these sites dotting
Michigan heavily, they were also found frequently in Illinois,
Wisconsin and Ohio. Mounds were also discovered in smaller
numbers from New York to California, down to Texas, and nearly
everywhere in between.
Many of these mounds contained remains of humans, but were of
a huge stature, not unlike those found outside burial mounds. Even
though parts of the skeletal remains crumbled when exposed to the
air, which shows a long stay underground, many of these mounds
Old newspaper
contained massive skulls, which were so large the men could place clipping from The
them over their heads like a helmet. While some of these mounds New York Times
were identified as the work of Native Americans for ceremonial or
burial use, others can’t be explained so easily based on the contents found inside,
although they are usually all grouped together as a product of Native Americans.
Unfortunately, many of these massive human remains do not exist today, or at least
they are not on display. It was very common during this time for grave robbers to
open the mounds in search of valuables. The remains that survived intact were often
sent to museums for further studies. One of the main museums was the Smithsonian,
which many people believe is involved in a massive cover up of the ancient race. The
articles reported the artifacts were sent to the museum, but when they were contacted,
they claim to have no record of them. This was said to be the case time after time. Why
would they want to keep this secret? The most popular belief is scientists would have to
Continued from Page 1

to read online today!
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admit they were wrong about human evolution, or in this case devolution, and rewrite
the history of mankind’s time on earth. Today it is nearly impossible to explore what the
many surviving mounds may hold because of the Native American Grave Protection
and Repatriation Act, which protects these sites.
A well-known report of strange findings took place in 1912, at a cave in Lovelock,
Nevada. Workers were mining the cave for guano when they began coming across
artifacts, most of which they tossed into a pile outside the cave. This cave was once
situated on one of North America’s largest lakes approximately 13,000 years ago, but
over the years it dried up and separated into many smaller lakes. The Paiute Indians
always told tales of the people who occupied this cave, which were of a completely
different race from the Paiute. In 1883, the Paiute Princess Sarah Winnemucca wrote
an autobiography titled Life among the Paiutes: Their Wrongs and Claims, which told
about her tribes' experience with the cave
dwellers. This culture was explained as a tribe
of red-haired giants the Paiute referred to as
the Si-Te-Cah. They were said to be cannibals
who terrorized and captured local Indians
before they fought back by starting a fire at the
opening of the cave, which suffocated them.
When all the useful guano was removed,
the site was turned over to the University
of California, who studied and searched the
cave for more artifacts. In all they found 60
skeletons that were approximated to be seven
to eight feet tall. Along with the bodies,
some of which were mummified, they also
found bones cut open to remove the bone
marrow, which supports the claim of them
being cannibals. In all, thousands of artifacts
were found, including very old duck decoys
and other hunting supplies said to be a few
thousand years old.
Another famous report of giant bones ran 1895 news clipping from California paper
in The New York Times on May 4, 1912, which
was discovered near Lake Delavan in Madison, Wisconsin. The story states the Phillips
brothers recovered 18 strange skeletons in a burial mound on Lake Lawn Farm. This
area of Wisconsin once held burial mounds in the hundreds. These skulls, too, were
found to be a completely different race, explained as having much larger heads, as
well as different facial characteristics. The skulls didn’t have a prominent forehead, but
instead sloped directly back just above the eye sockets, as well as the nose extending
well above the cheek bones. Although some cultures purposely reshape their heads,
these were determined to be a naturally occurring characteristic thought
to be from a longer life expectancy. The jaw also differed from what was
considered normal, with molars for the front teeth and the jaw explained as
long and pointed. This discovery came about 15 years after another mound
Article from was opened in nearby Maple Creek, Wisconsin. Again published in
Wisconsin The New York Times, the article discussed a recent discovery of a
mounds in skeleton excavated that was measured to be over nine feet tall with
The New
an extremely large skull. Along with the body, rods of copper, said
York Times
to be very beautiful, were found.
Unfortunately, with many of these discoveries, the only
thing we have to look back on and study are the newspaper
reports, which make it easy for skeptics to dismiss. However,
with the multitude of claims regarding artifacts and remains
of giants, reports of the tools left behind make the story
much more compelling. With the ancient mining of copper
in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, which began long before
the Indians arrived, the question of who had the strength and
technology to remove the valuable metal has always been
lingering. It is interesting to note that an estimated 1.5 billion
pounds of the purest copper in the world were removed, but
haven’t been accounted for to this day. A stone hammer was found in one of the mines
near the Ontonagon River that weighed 36 pounds and would obviously take a very
large human to use it. Findings similar to this have been found in other parts of the
world as well. In Morocco, a massive collection of hunting supplies were discovered by
the French Captain La Fanechere – over 500 double-edged axes weighing 18 pounds
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each, requiring huge hands to handle them. Some
of the largest tools ever discovered were identified
in Moravia, which weighed 300 to 400 pounds and
extended up to 10 feet long; while some suggest they
were just symbolic items, the markings found on the
tools seem to imply they were actually used.
Although it doesn’t prove giants once existed, the Illustration of what Pangea once
most compelling proof of a long lost civilization in looked like
the Midwest lies not on the land we walk today, but
the area that was once dry land thousands of years ago. Due to times of the earth’s water
freezing and thawing, as well as the land constantly shifting, what is now underneath
water was once habitable land for ancient people. One site was recently found near the
middle of Lake Michigan by a team surveying the waters for shipwrecks. What they
found was a circular structure 40 feet below the surface, which was dubbed the Lake
Michigan Stonehenge, estimated to be approximately 10,000 years old. It is believed
whatever lost culture lived here did so during an ice age when the lake bed was dry.
Adding to the credibility of aging the structure is a mastodon carving, which is an
animal resembling an elephant that went extinct around 10,000 years ago. If this is true,
then it is likely the structure predates the time when the animal died off. The issue many
archeologists have is they want to see the structure with their own eyes before they
make a statement, but since most are not divers, they are unable to verify the findings.
Lake Michigan was obviously an important area to long ago cultures, supported by the
fact that another site was discovered on Beaver Island in 1985. A man named Terry
Bussey was searching for artifacts left behind by Native Americans when he noticed
strange stones, some of which were hand carved. Intrigued, he spent a few nights on
the island and discovered the stones aligned with star positions. Later research revealed
they also aligned with the summer solstice. In all, the site consists of a nearly 400-foot
stone circle said to serve the same purpose as Stonehenge, but it is still unknown how
the rocks arrived on the island.
The state of Wisconsin also holds a site that could offer a glimpse into the lost
civilization, who, according to many historians, never existed because they loyally
support the belief that Native Americans were the first people to occupy the new world.
When settlers began arriving around Lake Mills, Wisconsin, they noticed strange objects
projecting out of the nearby Rock Lake. Interested in these structures, the Europeans
asked local Indians what they were, who stated they are
the stone teepees of the ancient ones.
As settling continued throughout
the first half of the 1800s, a mill
was constructed near the lake,
which caused the water levels to
rise approximately 20 feet. This
caused the structures sticking out of Raven pipe found in a mound
the lake to become fully submerged in Ohio
and forgotten over time. In the early 1900s, interest in the lake
resurfaced when two men reported hitting a rock structure with
an oar during a drought. Many people attempted to locate the
Giant femur bone found structure, but all attempts failed. A few more decades passed with
in the 1990s in Turkey
no further evidence until a diver stated he found a triangularshaped pyramid. This was reinforced when pilots flying over the lake reported seeing
a triangular object in the lake. In 1987, author Frank Joseph scanned the lake with
sonar and found a number of odd structures. In all, Joseph stated there are at least 10
structures under the lake, including the pyramid measured to be 60 feet long, 100 feet
wide and 18 feet tall. This site is considered to be one of the most sacred places in the
country to the indigenous people to this day. Many of these structures rest 50 feet under
water, and interestingly, there is also said to be a 200-foot snake-like object similar to
the serpent mound in Ohio. With the lake approximated to be about 10,000 years old,
it is thought the monuments were constructed about 3,500 years ago – but the question
remains, since Native Americans didn’t build pyramids, who would construct this in
America?
Despite the fact there is no concrete evidence proving a race of giants once walked
earth in the ancient past, there are thousands of newspaper articles reporting massive
skeletons, as well as many well-respected people who have claimed to see them in
person, in some cases still alive. Whether or not this was all a hoax created by the
newspapers to entice readers or an elaborate cover up by the Smithsonian to avoid
rewriting history, is a conclusion you will have to come to yourself. Who knows, there
might be more proof just waiting to be discovered.

at (810) 794-5678 if you’re going batty!
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505 Clinton Ave., St. Clair, MI 48079

810-329-7118

Boaters
Welcome

Full lunch & dinner menu with full bar
Celebrating 180 Years!

To Advertise With Us

Please Call Lisa at

888-530-3426
k106fm.com

Enjoy your swim season all year long
with a Dimension One Swim Spa.

POOL & SPA
ars ~ Licensed and Insure d
43 Ye

cing
Finan le!
ab
Avail

Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday: 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Several models and sizes to choose from.

Visit us online at lenspoolandspa.com

ALL the supplies you need
to close your pool for the season

DIMENSION ONE SPAS

®

7210 Lakeshore Rd. • Lakeport, MI 48059
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Compare at $1,399

1,298

$

Compare at $2,599

1,998

$
Flexsteel Leather
Reclining Sofa

Compare at $3,999

AMERICA’S BEST WARRANTY

1. FRAME . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Precision engineering of moisture resistant cross-grain
laminated wood lets us create frames so strong you
can count on them for a lifetime – we guarantee it.
2. JOINTS . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Dado-cut overlapping joints reinforced with additional
hardwood blocks. All base joints are further reinforced
with corner blocks that are glued and screwed into place.
3. SEAT SPRING . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
Our exclusive, lifetime-guaranteed blue steel seat spring
delivers unmatched comfort and durability. And, unlike
eight-way hand-tied springs, it never needs retying or
replacing to keep you from getting that sinking feeling a
few years from now.

SOUTH STORE
Since 1947

NORTH STORE

Port Huron’s Largest
Furniture & Mattress Stores

Fort Gratiot

Downtown Port Huron

810-984-4215
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Flexsteel Wallsaver Recliner

Flexsteel Sofa

to read online today!

Across from Birchwood Mall

810-385-6530

4. FABRICS
Choose from over 100 fabrics at one
price on all Flexsteel® sofas and reclining
furniture.
5. CUSHION . . . LIFETIME WARRANTY
The Plush Cushion features 2.5 lb. high
resiliency polyurethane foam topped with
1.2 lb. density polyurethane foam and a
1 oz. fiber wrap – all in a white fabric
wrap.

